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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Effect of Sensory Experience and Movement Observation on
Motor Adaptation to Novel Force Perturbations

by

Paul Andrew Wanda

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering
Washington University in Saint Louis, 2011
Professor Kurt A. Thoroughman, Chairperson

On a daily basis, humans capably and effortlessly interact with their surrounding
environment through the performance of accurate movements. Movements are often
perturbed through the physical influence of the surrounding environment, interaction with
objects, or injury, yet adaptation is both rapid and flexible. When adapting, humans are
informed by their direct trial-and-error movement experience, incrementally updating
predictive control on the next movement; how the brain processes sensed errors into
adaptation is not fully known. We may also learn to move through the observation of the
movements of others, as visually observed movement information may be transformed
into motor memories that influence subsequent motor command; the neural computations
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underlying such a learning process are not well understood. In this thesis, I aimed to
further understand how people incrementally update their predictive motor control in
novel haptic environments as a function of sensation during action and during
observation.

Theories of motor learning suggest that adaptation scales with the size of experienced
error. Previous studies have indicated the relationship between adaptation and sensed
error can be modulated by statistics of the perturbing environment. In Chapter 2, we
considered how the duration of experienced force perturbations might modulate adaptive
strategy and found that people becomes increasingly sensitive to kinematic and dynamic
sensory signals when experiencing perturbations of decreasing duration. We further
found that subjects experiencing pulsatile forces adapted their steady-state feedforward
prediction of dynamics with a persistently mismatched breadth when compared to the
duration of experienced forces, but learned to closely match the experienced duration of
full-movement forces.

In the next two sections, we considered the learning effects of movement observation. In
Chapter 3, we newly designed and implemented an experimental paradigm in which
movement and observation were interleaved, varying the strength of perturbations and
associated kinematics from trial-to-trial. Based on previous descriptions of long-term
learning by observing, we hypothesized that incremental adaptation would be corrective
with respect to observed errors but more modest in magnitude than gains from physical
practice.

Instead, we found that the incremental adaptive response of movement
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observation generally countered the direction of experienced forces and was similar in
magnitude to the response following action, but was not error-corrective with respect to
real-valued signals.

Previous research had established an initial advantage when adapting to novel dynamics
following observation but the learning processes influencing this effect were unknown. In
Chapter 4, we newly demonstrated that the long-term movement observation resulted in
adaptive changes in feedforward predictive dynamics. We found that observation
generated a small, but significant, compensatory change in reach dynamics that could be
characterized by a learned scaling of perturbation-appropriate kinematic signals,
suggesting a transformation of visual inputs into a neural representation of environment
dynamics.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1

1.1 Motor adaptation to haptic perturbations

Volitional motor control allows us to change and interact with the physical world.
Healthy humans control their arm movements with relative ease as they go about their
regular everyday activities, despite the complex mathematics necessary to control a
multi-jointed limb in multiple dimensions. In simplest terms, the muscles of the limb
need to generate the appropriate torques on the limb joints to produce a desired
movement. The motor controllers of the human central nervous system readily plan
movements and compute neuromotor commands, which are conveyed via nerve impulses
to the muscles of the targeted limb, activating temporal patterns of contraction and
extension that in turn generate force, torque, and finally, specific movements. The
human brain, nervous system, and body physiology have been fine-tuned by evolution
and development to produce a capacity for precise control. And while movement appears
simple and effortless, precise volitional motor control represents the outcome of neural
processing capably and rapidly solving hard computational problems that have longchallenged roboticists, computationalists, and neuroscientists.

The capacity for skilled movement is necessarily maintained in an every-changing world
through adaptive processes. Motor adaptation describes the recovery of performance
following changes in the body or environment. The capacity for adaptation is the key for
long-term stability, compensating for changes in the hardware of the body that gradually
change over time due to growth, aging, and some diseases.

Aside from long-term

changes in the body, people are further confronted with the short-term physical
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challenges, including immediate changes in the body or nervous system due to injury, or
interactions with the surrounding environment.

Everyday situations necessitating

improvements in motor control might include moving and manipulating unfamiliar
objects (i.e. a first-time golfer) or moving in an unfamiliar environment (i.e. a first-time
swimmer). These interactions alter the physical properties of the body and task such that
the motor commands and resulting forces that previously produced successful movements
become insufficient to produce the desired kinematic outcome. To return to a previous
level of performance, the motor controller must learn to compensate for changed
dynamics by newly generating appropriate compensatory motor commands and
associated forces. Fortunately, people possess this rapid flexibility in control that allows
them to quickly learn novel movements and adjust to new sensory information.

Although motor adaptation and learning are processes fundamental to successful motor
control, the computational bases of learning are still largely unknown. Importantly, a pair
of foundational studies (Lackner and Dizio 1994; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994)
established new approaches to quantify motor adaptation, both by exposing human
subjects to unusual haptic environments during movement. In the former study, Lackner
and Dizio (1994) trained subjects to perform targeted reaching movements while seated
in the center of a rotating room; movements away from the room center were affected by
Coriolis forces and deviated away from their desired trajectory. Following a period of
training, they learned to compensate for the new dynamics of reaching and reduced the
curvature of their movements; when the room stopped rotating, their movements newly
deviated in the opposite direction of their initial errors, deemed an "aftereffect" of the
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learned compensation. Similarly, Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994) trained subjects to
perform reaching movements while interacting with the end-effector of a computercontrolled robotic manipulandum that also altered reach dynamics by generating
perturbing forces.

As with Lackner and Dizio (1994), these subjects learned to

compensate over training and returned to their previous level of performance, also
exhibiting aftereffects when the robot ceased to generate perturbing forces.

Using the manipulandum paradigm, experimenters further characterized the properties of
adaptation to gain insight into the computational bases of movement.

They found

evidence of the existence and the transfer of aftereffects to regions of the workspace in
which forces were not experienced (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994), as well as
consolidation and interference of learned forces (Brashers-Krug et al. 1996),
demonstrated that people were newly relating desired kinematic trajectories with new
patterns of forces and engaging in active, predictive compensation, rather than relying on
co-contraction, or stiffening, of the arm muscles. Further, Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi
found that force field learning was represented in an intrinsic representation of joint
coordinates and velocities. Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi further suggested this to be
evidence that the motor controller built motor memories used in execution and adaptation
in the form of an "internal model" of the body and the environment. Internal models
might be conceptualized as neural representations of the motor apparatus that relate and
predict the input and output relationships of the overall system, a kind of sensorimotor
mapping (Kawato 1999), a concept has its origin in robotics and control theory. An
internal model that predicts the sensory consequences (output) from an efference copy of
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a motor command (input) is termed a forward model of dynamics, while a mapping
relating desired kinematics or sensory consequence (output) to appropriate motor
commands and forces (input) is termed an inverse model of dynamics. If the prediction
of necessary forces in inaccurate and leads to errors in motor output, as in the presence of
unlearned external force perturbations, the inverse model must be trained to better reflect
the new kinematic-dynamic mapping. Over the course of training, people ultimately rely
on within-movement corrections, or feedback control, less and improve their initial
control; skilled movement is ultimately driven by predictive control.

Importantly, the robotic manipulandum paradigm provided much greater flexibility to
experimenters in designing perturbations. For instance, trials with forces absent, also
called "catch trials", could be unexpectedly introduced on individual trials throughout
training (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994) to query the evolution of learning, via the
size of "aftereffect", at different trial points. Also, perturbation functions could now be
modified on individual trials, to expose subjects with a greater variety of experienced
forces and to allow researchers with unprecedented flexibility in experimental design.
While previous studies had investigated long-term learning over hundreds of movements
(Lackner and Dizio 1994; Gandolfo et al. 1996; Conditt et al. 1997; Goodbody and
Wolpert 1998; Shadmehr and Moussavi 2000), researchers were newly able to investigate
how incremental adaptive changes in control led to the previously described long-term
effects. By presenting people with perturbations of varying strengths, durations, and other
statistics on a trial-by-trial basis (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt et al. 2001;
Donchin et al. 2003; Cheng and Sabes 2007), researchers aimed to understand the
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computations underlying the ability of the brain to transform sensation in one movement
into adaptation on the next movement.

In 2001, Scheidt et al. adopted and modified a previously published state-space modeling
approach (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000) to characterize the dependency of trial-bytrial learning on previously experienced kinematic and dynamic signals. They described
a robust trial-by-trial adaptive sensitivity in response to movement-long viscous forces
that were applied in every movement and always pushed in the same direction (Scheidt et
al. 2001). The incremental changes in kinematic performance were well described by a
weighted combination of immediately previous kinematic errors and experienced
dynamics, and exhibited a proportionate response to the magnitude error, an assumption
similarly maintained by other models successfully describing trial-by-trial adaptation
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Thoroughman and Taylor 2005). In a later study,
Fine and Thoroughman (2006) found adaptive responses to become surprisingly
insensitive to the magnitude of the force pulses, unlike the scaled response previously
described (Scheidt et al 2001). Here, subjects were trained to perform arm reaching
movements toward a single target, directly away from the body; a small subset of these
movements were perturbed with short duration force pulses biased to push the hand to
either the left or right with equal likelihood.

Rapid changes in adaptive strategy were not an unprecedented finding: Thoroughman and
Taylor (2005) previously described rapid changes in error generalization due to changes
in haptic environment complexity, though a scaled response to error was still described.
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That environmental statistics could rapidly modulate adaptive strategy in this fashion was
surprising and contradicted a widespread assumption that adaptation scaled with
magnitude of error (Jordan and Rumelhart 1992; Pouget and Snyder 2000), dating back to
the Marr-Albus cerebellar model (Marr 1969), in which firing rates of climbing fibers are
thought to encode error magnitude (Kawato 2002).As these forces differed in frequency,
duration, and directional bias from those in Scheidt et al. (2001), Fine and Thoroughman
further explored the dependence of adaptive sensitivity on the frequency and directional
bias of forces, finding that as movement-long forces are presented more frequently or
with a strong directional bias, subjects adapted in a more sloped, proportionate manner
with respect to experienced movement error (Fine and Thoroughman 2007).

The aforementioned studies of motor learning all characterized adaptation using metrics
based upon movement kinematics, such as maximum hand displacement.

Probing

adaptation with catch trials provides insight into changes in predictive control but is still
obscured by contributions from feedback control. Additionally, catch trials provide an
“unlearning” effect that, while useful in trial-by-trial analysis, may have other
undesirable effects (Thoroughman et al. 2007).

An alternative approach, the error-

clamped trial or force channel, is a technique developed by Robert Scheidt (Scheidt et al.
2000) and refined later by Maurice Smith (Hwang et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Wagner
and Smith 2008; Sing et al. 2009) in which the robotic manipulandum generates a realtime stiff-viscous force to maintain the handle along a straight-line path to the reaching
target. These restorative forces represent the mirror image of the subject's predictive
force output, while nearly eliminating lateral positional errors and any feedback response.
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In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I focus on a third major factor differing between Fine and
Thoroughman's earlier study (2006) and Scheidt et al. (2001): the dependence of trial-bytrial haptic learning on the within-movement duration of forces. In addition to system
identification analysis of kinematic measures of performance, I employed error-clamped
movement trials to assay the adaptation of predictive motor output that accompanied
changes in adaptive strategy due to environmental statistics. Surprisingly, I found that
subjects became increasingly sensitive to measures of experienced dynamics and
kinematics than when perturbed by short-duration pulses than longer-duration pulses.
While subjects adapted their motor output to closely adapt for the duration of fullmovement forces, I observed a persistent mismatch between the duration of predictive
force output and the duration of actual experienced short duration pulses and suggest the
contribution of cognitive effects.

1.2 Learning by movement observation

As previously described, people must adapt to successfully move in a new environment
or interact with new objects. The learned compensation for changed dynamics is an
improvement that often takes place through physical practice. However, an alternate
approach by which people might naturally learn how to interact with their surroundings is
the observation the movements of others.
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Consider a professional baseball player performing a skilled action such as swinging a
baseball to hit a baseball. Although skilled, on any given swing he may be unsuccessful
and need to adjust his subsequent movement. To do so, this athlete has access to the full
range of sensory feedback and neuromotor activations that accompany volitional
movement and can learn and adapt from his own movements directly. Now consider a
group of young baseball players and coaches watching him demonstrate his swing. This
group of observers may be viewing his actions from different angles, receiving partial
vision of his body's movements, and have no direct access to the athlete's movement
planning, goals, neuromotor commands, muscle activation, and non-visual sensory
feedback signals such as tactile sense and proprioception. Yet, these observers watch and
potentially learn something about his movements that informs their own future actions.
Movement observation may provide information that consciously influences planning
goals (i.e. "what to do"), but might observation influence performance and learning at a
lower level of command generation and execution (i.e. "how to do it").

Such a

transformation of visual signals into a neural representation used to compute dynamics
would be remarkable; a better understanding of the neural mechanisms by which visual
information from observation might be transformed into motor activity are still being
pursued by many studies of neuroscience and motor control.

Researchers have explored the possibility of common neural substrates active during both
action observation and performance, evident in theories of common representational
coding in psychology (Prinz 1997), motor imagery (Jeannerod 2001), mirror and
canonical neurons (Gallese et al. 1996) in primates, and a theoretical human mirror
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system. Mirror neurons are a subset of primarily premotor neurons, found in area F5 in
inferior frontal cortex and area PF in inferior parietal cortex in macaques, that are active
during both execution and observation of the same class of goal/object-directed actions
(Rizzolati et al. 1996; Gallese et al. 1996; Rizzolati et al. 2001). The discovery of
neurons that were responsive to both action and observed action in the macaque
prompted researchers to isolate similar neural regions in humans. The majority of our
understanding of a human mirror system is based on imaging studies (Iacoboni et al.
1999; Buccino et al. 2001; Cross et al. 2006; Kilner et al. 2009) and stimulation studies
measuring motor facilitation (Fadiga et al. 1995; Stefan et al. 2005). Relevant to motor
learning, one fMRI study found activation in regions of the intraparietal sulcus, dorsal
premotor cortex, and cerebellar cortex while subjects experienced their own errors or
watched a movie depicting another person committing reaching errors in a force field
environment (Malfait et al. 2010). One study investigating responses of human neurons
found similar to those seen in nonhuman primates (Mukamel et al. 2010), but unlike
primates, humans may have the additional advantage of showing mirror activity during
observation of both transitive (goal-directed/interactive) and intransitive movements
(Hesse et al. 2009). The human mirror system has been suggested to be a key contributor
to a range of abilities including covert motor command generation, movement
understanding, movement anticipation, mimicry and imitation, empathy, language
understanding and motor learning (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004). However, to date the
existence and roles of the human mirror system are considered by some to be an open
question (Dinstein et al. 2008; Hickok 2008; Lingnau et al. 2009), but may represent a
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potential neural system for transforming visual input from observation into motor
activation.

In a foundational study, researchers found that after naive subjects watched a movie of
another naive person reaching in a force field imposed by a robotic manipulandum, the
observers themselves moved with less curved trajectories when initially exposed to the
same environment (Mattar and Gribble, 2005). The adaptive effect was stronger when
the observers watched more high-curvature movements and did not depend upon trial
order (Brown et al. 2010). Further, the adaptive effect was impaired when observers
performed unrelated movements during observation (Mattar and Gribble, 2005) or
received rTMS to M1 following observation (Brown et al. 2009), suggesting involvement
of neural areas involved in movement.

Brown et al. (2010) further suggested that

adaptation depended upon the magnitude of the curvature, or perpendicular error, of the
observed movements, which was previously described here as a common, though not
absolute, property of learning; adaptation scales with size of error. Other studies have
found that rather than engaging in a corrective response, observation may affect the
observers by biasing their movements to imitate or reproduce the observed movement
(Stefan et al. 2005; Celnik et al. 2006). All these studies considered the influence of
long-term movement observation after hundreds of trials, with the precise relationship
between sensation during individually observed movements and subsequent adaptation
un-captured.
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In Chapter 3, I describe a study in which I interleaved reaching movements and
movement observation trials to quantify the real-valued transformation of sensed force
and error into adaptation on subsequent movements. I varied the strength of viscous
forces trial-by-trial to induce a broad range of experienced and observed trajectory
curvatures and to ensure subjects to continuously updated their predictions trial-to-trial.
Remarkably, I found that the incremental learning effect of observation was similar in
magnitude to the incremental adaptation following direct action, though not
incrementally corrective with respect to real-valued signals.

The adaptive effects of observation described by Mattar and Gribble (2005) and Brown et
al. (2010) were suggested to be driven by the acquisition of an internal model, or perhaps
more subtly a neural representation, of the observed environmental dynamics used to
update predictive control. Possibly, observation might influence sensitivity to subsequent
errors and feedback control, or just result in non-specific adaptive strategies. Perhaps
tellingly, a study of adaptation and observation of visuomotor rotations found that while
there was an adaptive advantage when first moving in presence of the rotation following
observation, the observers did not produce aftereffects when tested immediately
following observation (Ong and Hodges 2010).

When quantifying learning through direct action, the adaptation of predictive motor
outputs has been well described as a combination of weighted motor primitives, jointlydependent upon position and velocity signals (Sing et al 2009); as subjects adapted to
stiff and viscous force fields over the long-term, the predictive output grew increasingly
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stimulus appropriate as reflected by its modeled dependence on limb states. In Chapter
4, I designed an experiment to test whether long-term observation of movements made in
an unknown, state-dependent force field environment resulted in a state-dependent,
predictive adaptation of motor output appropriate to the observed environment.

I

hypothesized that by observing movements made in an unknown viscous environment,
people would generate adaptive changes in their predictive reach dynamics, but more
weakly and with less perturbation-appropriate dependence on kinematic signals than
those learning from direct movement experience. Ultimately, I found that changes in
predictive motor output following observation were small but significant, adaptive, and
suggested as a learned scaling of velocity signals.

1.3 Motivation and Impact

We previously addressed the gaps in knowledge regarding the observation of movements
and congruent neural activation, potentially in regions involved in motor planning and
execution, as well as its effects on learning and motor control. The research described
here was largely motivated to address some of these open questions. However, there is
also a more immediate, practical reason to improving our understanding of practicedriven and observation-driven motor learning. Understanding the transformations of
sensed error into adaptation not only provides insight into the basic principles of motor
control, but also has important implications for motor skill training and rehabilitation
(Krakauer 2006). Adaptation to recover to a level of performance approaching preimpairment can be extremely difficult for some suffering from neurodegenerative
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disorders and trauma, such as stroke, and a range of rehabilitative strategies may be
necessary, depending upon the characteristics of individual patient's deficits (Patton et al.
2006; Scheidt et al. 2007); it is vital to design rehabilitation protocols in such a way to
maximize the lasting learning effects gained by practice.

Much like skill learning and adaptation, rehabilitation depends upon neural plasticity and
a remapping of specific patterns of muscle activation to compensate for altered reach
dynamics. However, severe deficits in physical ability can make this process slow and
difficult.

Another concern is that guided task training, which depends on repeated

practice for success, is limited by in-clinic time and may be performed incorrectly or
inconsistently when out of clinic, limiting the effectiveness or even losing training gains.
The existence of these constraints make motor observation an attractive avenue for
therapy (Mulder 2007; Garrison et al. 2010). While the number of studies are still limited
but growing, action observation has been found to have a positive impact on post-stroke
rehabilitation (Ertelt et al. 2007; Celnik et al. 2008) and formation of motor memories
(Stefan et al. 2008) when reinforced by active execution of observed actions, though one
study reported only an increase in performance satisfaction without a significant
advantage in motor ability (Gilmore and Spaulding 2007).

At-home rehabilitation

strategies are attractive for many practical reasons, but are often self-directed and thus
suffer from a lack of guidance (Harwin et al. 2006).

Rehabilitative protocols that

included observing movements (Eng et al. 2007) in addition to robotic-device mediated
training, could potentially to provide clinicians with a controlled rehabilitation tool for
use both in-clinic and out-clinic, and supplement learning by physical practice.
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Additionally, some research groups have considered how neural activity during motor
observation might be reflected in signals used in control of brain-computer interfaces
(Neuper et al. 2009; Halder et al. 2011) with potential utility in motor prosthetics.
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Chapter 2.

Brevity of haptic force perturbations induces heightened adaptive
sensitivity and persistent mismatch in duration of adapted force output

This chapter contains the manuscript:

Wanda PA, Fine MS, Weeks HM, Gross AM, Macy JL, Thoroughman KA. Brevity of
haptic force perturbations induces heightened adaptive sensitivity and persistent
mismatch in duration of adapted force output.
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ABSTRACT

Previous research found that humans rapidly change their adaptive strategy when
performing goal-directed reaching movements in various haptic environments.

We

exposed human subjects to both full-movement and transient viscous force perturbations
to study the effect of force duration on the incremental transformation of sensation into
adaptation.

Traditional views of movement biomechanics would suggest that pulsatile

forces would largely be attenuated, as the body would act as a natural low-pass filter,
while sensory transduction might be more sensitive to rapid changes in sensation. Here,
subjects adapted within perturbation duration conditions in a manner proportionate to
sensed force and kinematic errors. We found subjects had greater adaptive sensitivity
when experiencing pulsatile forces than movement-long forces.

In a follow-up

experiment, we employed error-clamped, force channel trials to determine changes in
predictive reach dynamics. We found that while subjects learned to closely compensate
for the amplitude and breadth of full-movement forces, they exhibited a persistent
mismatch in amplitude and breadth between adapted motor output and experienced
pulsatile forces, suggestive of an increased complexity of movement experience and
increased salience of the error signals that drive learning.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

Humans quickly and flexibly adapt their motor behavior in order to learn new movements
and respond to new sensory information, an ability that affords the conservation of skilled
movement despite both rapid and gradual changes in the physical means of their bodies,
as imposed by fatigue, age, or injury, and challenges imposed by novel tasks and tools.
Many researchers have explored properties of motor learning and adaptation by designing
psychophysical reaching experiments in haptic environments to better understand longterm learning after extensive practice (Lackner and Dizio 1994; Goodbody and Wolpert
1998; Conditt et al. 1997; Brashers-Krug et al. 1996) and incremental learning by
manipulating perturbation types on a trial-by-trial basis and using novel systems
identification analyses (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt et al. 2001; Donchin
et al. 2003; Thoroughman and Taylor 2005; Cheng and Sabes 2007; Fine and
Thoroughman 2007).

In the latter studies, experimenters presented subjects with

perturbations of varying statistics while they performed reaching movements to better
understand how sensation on one movement is transformed into updates in control on the
next movement.

The preponderance of the haptic environments used in psychophysical motor control
studies (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt et
al. 2001) produced forces as functions of movement kinematics and were applied during
the entire movement duration. Here, we considered the effect of perturbation duration on
adaptation. We have two alternate hypotheses regarding the effect of force duration on
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adaptation. On one hand, movement biomechanics, including the equations of motion for
a linked arm and the stiff-viscous properties of muscles and tendons (Winters 2000), tend
to damp the transformation of force into position. This transformation integrates force to
generate position, acting as a natural low-pass filter. These physical transformations
would tend to minimize the effect of rapid pulses when compared to slower movementlong forces. On the other hand, sensory transduction tends to be sensitive to changes in
input signals rather than the steady state values. Both vision (DeAngelis et al. 1995) and
proprioception through spindles (Chen and Poppele 1978) responded strongly to changes
in position; this velocity sensitivity acts more like a high-pass filter. If trial-by-trial
adaptation were more strongly influenced by primary sensation than by the biomechanics
of the body, the more rapid onset and resolution of pulsatile forces could generate a
stronger adaptive response than full-movement forces.

Here, we first analyzed and interpreted data from an experiment in which collaborators
Michael Fine and Andrew Gross trained subjects to perform reaching movements while
experiencing frequently presented, strongly-biased viscous forces of varying durations;
forces were present for 25%, 50%, 75%, or the entirety of a movement's length. In
accordance with classic theories of adaptation, we found that the adaptive response to
these perturbations was proportional to various kinematic error metrics, for both groups.
Surprisingly, we found that as perturbation duration decreased from 100% to 25% of the
movement, subjects’ sensitivity to both force impulse and positional error increased.
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Subsequently, we trained a second group of subjects to perform a similar task,
experiencing 25%-windowed and full-movement forces.

Here, we employed error-

clamped movement trials, a technique pioneered by Scheidt (Scheidt et al. 2000) and
refined by others (Hwang et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Wagner and Smith 2008; Sing et
al. 2009), to assay the subjects’ current predictive motor state by largely eliminating
lateral positional errors and feedback control. We found that while the second group of
subjects learned to produce compensatory forces closely matching both the amplitude and
breadth of experienced full-movement forces, they failed to learn to compensate similarly
to short-duration, pulsatile forces. We suggest that the persistent mismatch between
adapted motor output and actual experience may result in a more surprising withinmovement experience and a corresponding increased salience of associated error signals,
contributing to the increased sensitivity to rapidly-changing force pulse stimuli.

2.2 METHODS

Thirty-two neurologically normal, right handed, adult human volunteers (Experiment 1,
n=24; Experiment 2, n=8) were recruited from the Washington University in St. Louis
community and performed reaching movements while gripping the handle of a planar
five-bar, two-link robotic manipulandum (Interactive Motion Technologies, Cambridge,
MA). Handedness was evaluated using the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield
1971).

All protocols were approved by the Washington University Hilltop Human

Studies Committee.
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Subjects were trained to perform point-to-point reaching movements in the horizontal
plane; the task was to move the right arm, while gripping the manipulandum handle with
the right hand, moving a cursor representing their hand position from a start location to a
target location. While performing the reaching task, subjects were seated in a chair in a
darkened room. Each subject was positioned such that their elbow flexed 90° at the start
position. To constrain the arm into the horizontal reaching plane, a ceiling-mounted sling
supported the subject’s upper arm. An opaque table located above the reaching space
occluded vision of the subject's arm. Visual feedback, including cursors, start location,
targets, and task-specific feedback, was displayed on a vertically mounted LCD monitor.
Kinematic movement data was acquired in real-time by position encoders, tachometers,
and an accelerometer. Custom software sampled data and generated commands at a rate
of 200 Hz (experiment 1) and 1 kHz (experiment 2).

Torques to create force

perturbations were produced at each robot joint by a pair of motors.

The start location of each movement was placed at the origin of a rectangular coordinate
system centered over the workspace and aligned with subjects’ shoulders. The target
location for each movement was located 10 cm from the start location. Subjects were
instructed to attempt each movement in a single continuous motion. To complete a
movement correctly, subjects were instructed to move to and stop on the target within a
specific time range: 500 ms for Experiment 1, 750 ms for Experiment 2. The target
changed color to indicate timing feedback: red if the movement was early to the target,
blue if the movement was late, and green if the movement was on time. After completion
of each movement, any trial-specific force perturbations were removed and the robot
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generated a steady force towards the center target, to return the handle and subject's hand
and arm to the starting position.

2.2.1 Experiment 1

Twenty-four subjects made reaching movements with desired time-to-target of 500 ± 50
ms. Subjects trained for 5 days; each day, subjects made 4 sets of 180 movements.
Subjects rested for 3 minutes between sets. During the first day, subjects trained without
the robot generating any force. During Days 2 to 5, subjects experienced viscous forces

Fx 
0 1x˙ 
  = h(y)Bi 
 
0 0y˙ 
Fy 

where

(2.1),

€
is the Cartesian
component of position (parallel to a straight line connecting the

start and target locations), and

and

are the Cartesian components of velocity.

Forces were experienced in 80% of trials, and the viscous gain in movement i (Bi,
Equation 2.1) was pseudo-randomly drawn from a distribution strongly biased to the left
(B = [0, −6, −12, −18, −24, −30, −36] Ns/m). Subjects did not experience the same
viscous gain during consecutive trials.

We limited the duration of the force via a

windowing function h(y):
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(2.2).

The parameter a (= 333) controlled the shape of the perturbation; it was chosen to
generate a Gaussian-shaped profile. The window had 3 different widths (Figure 2.1,
inset), set by c (= [0.025 0.050 0.075] m), which limited forces to the central 25%, 50%,
or 75% of a movement. Full-movement, un-windowed forces were also experienced.
For this 100% duration condition, the windowing function is assigned a constant value in
Equation 2.1 (h(y) = 1). Subjects experienced a single duration per day, and the day-today presentation of factors was shuffled across subjects to counterbalance for across-day
effects.

2.2.2. Experiment 2

Eight subjects made reaching movements with desired time-to-target of 750 ± 50 ms.
Subjects trained for 3 days; each day, subjects made 4 sets of 180 movements. During
the first day, subjects experienced the null-set condition, reaching in the absence of
perturbing forces on 80% of movement trials and under the error- clamped condition (see
section below) on 20% of trials, pseudo-randomly distributed. During Days 2 and 3,
subjects experienced either a leftward, 25% duration force field condition or a rightward,
full-movement duration force field condition on each day. The viscous gains of the force
fields were drawn from a strongly biased distribution of gains (B = [-6, -12, -18, -24, -30,
-36] Ns/m) for the 25% duration condition and (B = [6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36] Ns/m) for the
100% duration condition. Perturbation characteristics were the same as described for
Experiment 1 (Equations 2.1 and 2.2). During each day, subjects experienced a single
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Figure 2.1: Experiment 1. Each colored trace represents the average experienced force profile for
each viscous gain, for the 25% (A), 50% (B), 75% (C), and 100% (D) duration conditions. The
viscous gain was drawn from a strongly biased, leftward distribution, [B = (0, -6, -12, -18, -24, -30,
-36) Ns/m]. No force perturbation was present during reaches performed with 0 Ns/m gain (not
pictured). (Inset, Figure 2.) The windowing function was described in Equation 2.2. The window
was dependent upon the displacement along the Cartesian y-axis towards the target. The shape of
the window enforced the 25% (solid line), 50% (dashed line), and 75% (dotted line) force
durations, centered about mid-movement (5 cm to the target). The function was set to a constant
value 1.0 across all displacements for the 100% duration condition.

duration condition; the conditions were shuffled across the last two days for each subject
to counter-balance for any cross-day effects.

Subjects made reaching movements in the presence of perturbing forces on 80% of trials
and in an error-clamped condition on 20% of trials, pseudo-randomly distributed. The
sequence of movement trials and error-clamped trials was identical for each day.

2.2.3 Mimic dot
24

To aid subjects in learning to time their movements correctly and to reduce natural motor
variance during the task, subjects were asked to mimic a “training dot”. When active on
a trial, the dot appeared when the subject began their forward reaching movement,
quantified as when they exceeded a 0.25 m/s forward velocity threshold. The training dot
moved to the target in a straight-line, minimum-jerk trajectory of the appropriate
movement time duration. Subjects were told to use the training dot to help learn to time
their movements. For both experiments, while learning the baseline task (Day 1), the
training dot was visible during 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of trials during sets 1 to 4
respectively. On subsequent days, the dot was visible on 20% of pseudorandom trials;
the dot was never visible during catch trials, non-force trials immediately following trials
in which the force was present, or during error-clamped trials.

2.2.4 Error-clamped movements

During Experiment 2, we used error-clamped movement trials to measure subjects’
lateral force output during their reach movement to the target. During an error-clamped
trial, the robotic manipulandum generated a "force channel", using real-time position and
velocity data signals to constrain the handle along a straight-line path from the start
location to the target location. The error-clamp forces were implemented as a stiff
spring-damper system,

Fx = −Kx − Bx˙

€
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(2.3),

where

and

denote position and velocity components of handle movement

perpendicular to a straight-line vector pointing from the start location to the target
location, with a spring constant

of 6 kN/m and a damping constant

of 150 Ns/m.

These robot-generated forces countered lateral hand movements such that maximum
subject hand deviation from a straight line to the target was limited to less than a
millimeter during a typical error-clamped movement. By eliminating lateral errors during
error-clamped movements, we were able to measure subject-produced lateral forces in the
absence of within-movement feedback compensation.

The measured lateral force

profiles were therefore thought to be reflective of subjects' adaptive compensation for the
force perturbations experienced on previous movement trials.

In Experiment 1, we found our subjects moved with a mean peak speed of around 0.42
m/s. This is faster than the peak speed usually achieved to move in environments with
constant force field strength. Our variable force field strength requires feedback control
to successfully reach the target in the desired movement time of 500ms, throughout the
course of the task (Figure 2.2).

Previous researchers reported that they trained subjects to move with peak speed ranging
from 0.3-0.35 m/s in a force channel of similar stiffness and damping parameters
(Wagner and Smith, 2008). By increasing the time-to-target to 750 ms in Experiment 2,
we were able to train subjects to move with a mean peak speed of 0.33 m/s for this motor
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Figure 2.2: Experiment 1. Each colored trace represents the average full-movement hand
trajectory for each viscous gain, across all replicates and subjects, for the 25% (A), 50% (B),
75% (C), and 100% (D) duration conditions.

task, so we could use similar stiffness and viscosity parameters for the force channel as in
other researcher's experiments.

2.2.5 Performance metrics

To quantify performance on individual movement trials, we considered metrics based on
position, such as perpendicular displacement to baseline performance (p.d.) at midmovement, and velocity, such as p.d. at peak speed.

Since subjects experienced

perturbations windowed by movement position and thus force onset could begin close to
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mid-movement, we elected to quantify performance using the perpendicular displacement
(p.d.) at 7 cm, just after mid-movement. Here, we may also refer to p.d. at 7 cm as "p.d."
or “movement error”.

We defined adaptation as the change in movement error across a given trial (i.e. how is
performance on movement n + 1 affected by movement n). We calculated adaptation as
full adaptive trajectories using p.d. across all time points and as a scalar adaptation metric
using p.d. at 7 cm. First, if a movement was made in the presence of a perturbation, the
p.d. for that trial was mean-corrected by subtracting the mean p.d. of all movements made
with the same perturbation gain. We then calculated adaptation for each movement n by
subtracting the mean-corrected p.d. of the previous movement (n - 1) from the meancorrected p.d. of the following movement (n + 1). For each gain, we calculated average
adaptation by averaging across all replicates of the particular gain.

2.2.6 State-space analysis

We used a previously published state-space model (Equation 2.4, Fine and Thoroughman
2007) to analyze the sensitivity to error across the different gain and duration conditions:

y n = D(Bn − Bˆ n )
 
Bˆ = A Bˆ + S ⋅ p
n +1

n

(2.4).
n

€
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The output of the model, the movement error

, matched the difference between the

perpendicular displacement (p.d. at 7 cm) and the average null-field movement,
calculated by averaging the last 50 movements on Day 1. Note that in experiment 2, data
from error-clamped trials was not included in this model. The modeled error depended
on a compliance parameter

, which transforms the prediction error Bn − Bˆ n , the

difference between the actual gain

and the modeled estimated gain

positional error. Note that as modeled here, the parameter

into a

€
does not represent a true

compliance. Rather than converting force into a displacement, here it transforms a
(difference in) viscous gain into a displacement error.

The modeled estimate was a function of the previous estimate, weighted by a scalar
coefficient

, and a sensitivity vector

([1x7], Experiment 1; [1x6], Experiment 2),

which parameterized how adaptation depended on the gain of the perturbation. Each
element of the sensitivity vector corresponded to one of the viscous gains (B = [0, -6, -12,
-18, -24, -30, -36], where B = 0 represents a non-force trial, experiment 1; B = [-6, -12, 18, -24, -30, -36], experiment 2). If a subject were completely insensitive to a viscous
gain, then the corresponding element of the sensitivity vector would equal zero. If all
force gains led to equal updates in prediction, each element of the sensitivity vector
would be equal. Note that each element of the sensitivity function is separately
parameterized in this model, allowing the flexibility for an overall nonlinear shape, if
needed. The vector

was designed so only a single element of the sensitivity vector

contributed to the update of the estimate.

An element of

equaled 1 when the

corresponding perturbation was applied; elements equaled 0 otherwise.
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The shape of the sensitivity vector was quantified using a slope metric, derived from a
linear fit of the vector elements plotted versus viscous gain or p.d. We used the GaussJordan method to optimize for

,

, and

that minimized the squared-difference

between predicted and actual subject performance.

2.2.7 Error-clamped movement analysis

By design, the force perturbations experienced by subjects pushed in the direction
perpendicular to the straight-line trajectory from start to the target. Since error-clamp
trials effectively eliminated within-movement displacements, and thus feedback control,
the measured lateral forces should be representative of a predictive compensation
resulting from previous experience.

For our analysis, we first calculated a baseline lateral force profile by averaging the
lateral forces produced during the last 10 error-clamped movements of Day 1. We then
subtracted the baseline force profile from the lateral force profiles for individual errorclamped movements on the following days. Additionally, for each error-clamped trial,
we also generated a so-called “ideal” force profile using the movement's position and
velocity time-series and Equations 2.1 and 2.2 with a viscous gain (Bi) of 21 Ns/m, the
average experienced gain. This "ideal" profile represented the forces that would have
been necessary for the subject to compensate for an average-strength perturbation were
one present on that trial.
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For each error-clamped movement trial, we calculated the breadth metric as the width (in
units of time) of the force profile measured across at half-maximum amplitude. To assess
the quality of subjects' steady-state adaptive compensation, we then averaged the breadth
metric across the final 72 error-clamped trials. We compared this average breadth metric
of subjects' adapted force profiles to the breadth of an "ideal" compensative force profile.

2.2.8 Statistical significance

We used a one-way within-subjects ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer method for multiple
comparisons, t-test, and standard bootstrap methods with replacement (Efron and
Tibshirani 1998) to determine statistical significance. When using t-tests to ascertain
changes in slope, we subtracted slopes within subjects, and then compared the difference
across subjects. When bootstrapping, we randomly drew a subject from the subject pool,
replaced that subject, and then drew again. We repeated this draw for the original
number of subjects, and then averaged the positional data across the resampled
population of subjects. We used the Gauss-Jordan method to optimize for

,

, and

that minimized the squared-difference between the predicted and resampled data; using
, we calculated the slope for the sensitivity function. We repeated this process 1000
times, and the distribution of metrics was sorted across all 1000 samples to determine p
values and confidence intervals. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Experiment 1: changing the duration of forces

To determine how the duration of exposure to perturbing forces might influence the trialby-trial adaptive response, we trained subjects to perform reaching movements while
gripping the handle of a robotic arm that generated unidirectional viscous forces.

Figure 2.3: Experiment 1. Adaptation across movement (n) for each specific viscous gain is
calculated by subtraction of preceding (n-1) trajectories from subsequent (n+1) trajectories,
mean-corrected. Each trace represents the full trajectory of adaptation across movements for
each viscous gain, averaged across all replicates and subjects, for the 25% (A), 50% (B), 75%
(C), and 100% (D) duration conditions.
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The duration of the perturbations was enforced by a windowing function centered over
the midpoint of the reaching movement (5cm from the start location along a straight-line
trajectory to the target). Durations experienced were 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the
movement length. Perturbing forces were experienced during 80% of reaching trials; the
remaining 20% of trials were experienced in the absence of forces.

Within each duration condition, the overall magnitude of perturbing forces scaled
proportionally with the viscous gain. By qualitative assessment, we found that the peak
strengths of the forces, at constant gain, varied only slightly as duration increased (25%
to 100%). The force perturbations exhibited a characteristic shape and approximately
evenly-distributed maximum forces centered at mid-movement (Figure 2.1). For each of
the duration conditions, we plotted subject hand movement trajectories for each replicate
of a particular perturbation gain, averaged across all subjects (Figure 2.2).

As the

duration of force perturbations increased, subjects produced larger magnitude
perpendicular displacements for the same perturbation gains, due to the greater total
amount of force experienced.

As described in the Methods, we analyzed adaptation by quantifying changes in
movement error (p.d. at 7 cm) across single trials. We averaged across all replicates of
each particular gain to estimate the adapted response. When considering the full time
course of adaptation, we saw that as duration increased there was a markedly similar
response to each viscosity (Figure 2.3). Specifically, the two extreme duration conditions
(25% and 100%) showed a surprising similarity in responses despite the very different
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experienced perturbations (Figure 2.1) and corresponding kinematics (Figure 2.2). To
better consider differences in adaptation, we repeated the triplet analysis using a scalar
measure of performance of perpendicular displacement (p.d.) at 7 cm.

Duration Slope, vs. gain

Slope, vs. impulse

Slope, vs. p.d.

(Figure 4A)

(Figure 4B)

(Figure 4C)

cm/(Ns/m)

cm/(Ns)

unitless

25%

−0.0058 ± 0.0015

−0.2347 ± 0.059

−0.1377 ± 0.035

50%

−0.0065 ± 0.0020

−0.1296 ± 0.040

−0.0854 ± 0.026

75%

−0.0094 ± 0.0035

−0.1240 ± 0.046

−0.0893 ± 0.033

100%

−0.0098 ± 0.0029

−0.0965 ± 0.028

−0.0801 ± 0.023

Table 2.1: Slopes of adaptation metric versus gain, impulse, p.d. at 7cm, for each duration condition,
Experiment 1. The ± interval equals the 95% CI of the mean.

First, we considered the relationship between adaptive response and the controlled
experimental variable of experienced viscosity. For each duration condition, we
quantified the adaptive strategy via a slope metric, calculated via a linear fit with the
quality of fits assessed using R2.

We found that the relationship between adapted

response and viscous gain changed as duration increased (Figure 2.4A), differing
significantly between the 25% and 100% durations (ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer, p <
0.05). In general, the slope increased in magnitude with increasing duration (Table 2.1,
col. 2), increasing significantly between the 25% to 100% duration condition (t-test, p =
0.02). All other differences in slopes across duration conditions were not significant
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Figure 2.4: Experiment 1. The average adaptation across each viscous gain, for each
duration condition. On average, subjects adapted to the right (y-axis, positive) after the
strongest leftward forces and adapted to the left (y-axis, negative) after the weakest
leftward forces. When plotted versus viscous gain (A), the slope of a linear fit of
adaptation (colored lines) increased in magnitude as duration increased. An x-axis
plotting viscosity, however, failed to account for differences in impulse (Figure 2.2) and
kinematics (Figure 2.3), determined by the interaction between windowing function and
viscous gain (Equations 2.1 and 2.2). In contrast, when plotted against the force impulse,
or integrated force, (B)and average p.d. at 7 cm (C) experienced for each of seven viscous
gains, the slope of adaptation decreased in magnitude as duration increased.

(ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer, p > 0.05). The R2 values for the fits as duration increased
were 0.99, 0.95, 0.95, and 0.97.
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Recall that due to the interaction between the viscous gain and the windowing function
controlling for duration (Equations 2.1 and 2.2); the same viscous gain resulted in a
different force impulse for each duration condition (Figure 2.1). To compensate for this
difference, we also considered adaptation with respect to the experienced force impulse
(or integrated force over time) (Figure 2.4B), which was a more honest representation of
actually experienced dynamics than viscosity alone. Contrary to the previous analysis
with respect to viscosity, we found that the slope of adaptation vs. impulse decreased in
magnitude as duration increased (Table 2.1, col. 3). While there were decreases in slope
across all conditions, we found a significant difference between slopes for the 25%
condition vs. the 50%, 75%, and 100% conditions (ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer, p <
0.05; t-test, p = 0.001, < 0.001, < 0.001). The R2 values for the fits of adaptation vs.
impulse for the 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% duration conditions were 0.99, 0.95, 0.95, and
0.97.

Finally, we considered the relationship between adaptive response and experienced
kinematics, recalling again that due to differences in force impulse across durations,
subjects experienced a broadening range of kinematics (Figure 2.2). Here, we considered
adaptation with respect to the average experienced p.d. for each viscous gain (Figure
2.4C). As with force impulse, the slope of adaptive response versus average p.d. now
decreased in magnitude as duration increased (Table 2.1, col. 4). Although the slopes for
the 50%, 75%, and 100% conditions were statistically identical (ANOVA with TukeyKramer, p > 0.05), all three conditions were different from the 25% condition (ANOVA
with Tukey-Kramer, p < 0.05; t-test, p = 0.007, 0.009, and 0.006 respectively). Here, the
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R2 values for the fits of adaptation for the 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% duration conditions
were 0.99, 0.96, 0.95, and 0.97.

Zero adaptation was located around the 18 Ns/m viscous gain (Figure 2.4A), which was
the average experienced viscous gain. Over training, we expected people to predict the
mean experienced force strength (Scheidt et al. 2001), but subjects did not adapt to
produce a straight trajectory for this average force strength. In Figure 2.2, the birds-eye
average trace for the 18 Ns/m viscous gain deviated leftwards from a straight-line
trajectory. This has been also noted in a previous study using a similar distribution of
force gains (Fine and Thoroughman 2007). As a result, when plotting the average
adaptation versus the average p.d. at 7cm for each viscous gain, zero adaptation was not
at zero displacement, but at a slightly negative (or leftwards) displacement (Figure 2.4C).

2.3.2 Experiment 1: state-space analysis

Our previous analysis considered adaptation across single trials (n) by comparing the
previous (n - 1) and subsequent (n + 1) trials. We corrected for mean displacements
produced by the robot-generated forces, but additionally, each previous movement (n - 1)
was influenced by another preceding perturbed movement (n - 2); this additional
complexity was ignored in our estimation of adaptation. Instead, we quantified the trialby-trial evolution of adaptation using

state-space analysis, described in Methods

(Equation 2.4). The quality of the state-space fits by R2 were 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, and 0.99 as
duration increased.
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Duration

Slope, vs. impulse (Figure 5A)

Slope, vs. p.d. (Figure 5B)

(Ns/m)/Ns

(Ns/m)/cm

25%

-5.20 ± 1.87

-3.06 ± 1.12

50%

-1.77 ± 0.89

-1.17 ± 0.59

75%

-1.13 ± 0.39

-0.82 ± 0.29

100%

-0.82 ± 0.24

-0.68 ± 0.21

Table 2.2: Slopes of sensitivity parameter of state-space model versus impulse and p.d. for each duration
condition, Experiment 1. The ± interval equals the 95% CI of the mean.

To more completely relate error sensitivity to experienced dynamics and kinematics, we
plotted the sensitivity function versus force impulse (Figure 2.5A) and average p.d.
(Figure 2.5B), rather than viscous gain. In both comparisons, we found that as duration
increased, subjects became increasingly sensitive to the respective signal; the slope of the
fit increased as the duration of the perturbation decreased (Table 2.2). For parameter S
versus impulse, the difference in slopes for the 25% duration condition compared to all
other conditions was significant (bootstrap, p < 0.001), as well as between the 50% and
100% condition (bootstrap, p = 0.047) and 75% and 100% condition (bootstrap, p =
0.046). The difference in slopes between the 50% and 75% duration condition was not
significant (bootstrap, p = 0.062). The R2 for the linear fits were 0.98, 0.94, 0.91, and
0.93, as duration increased.

When plotting sensitivity parameter S versus movement error, all slopes were less than
the 25% duration condition (bootstrap, p < 0.001). The slope also decreased from the
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Figure 2.5: Experiment 1. The trial-by-trial response was fit by a state-space model of data
averaged across all subjects. Elements of the sensitivity vector were plotted against the force
impulse, or integrated force, (A) and average p.d. at 7 cm (B) for each of the seven viscous
gains, for each duration condition. When plotted against dynamics or kinematics, the slope of
fits of sensitivity (colored lines) decreased in magnitude as duration increased.

50% and 75% duration conditions, the 50% and 100% conditions, and the 75% and 100%
conditions, but not significantly (bootstrap, p = 0.081, 0.053, and 0.155, respectively).
Quality of the linear fits by were 0.98, 0.94, 0.92, and 0.94, as duration increased.

2.3.3 Experiment 1: state-space parameters

Additional model parameters are presented in Table 2.3. The modeled compliance
increased with increasing duration (all changes significant, p < 0.001); the coefficient
did not change (for all, p > 0.05). Note that in Figure 2.1, we saw that for the same
viscous gain, subjects experienced increasing amounts of total force as duration
increased. Consequently, the average displacement for the same viscous gain increased
across durations as well (Figure 2.2).

Therefore, the increasing value of modeled
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compliance accounts for this increase in total experienced force, and associated
movement error, as duration increases.

To consider the contribution of parameters A and S, independent of the contribution of
the compliance and viscous gain component of the model, we performed a model fit of
the residual data after subtracting the effect of viscosity by holding compliance parameter
D constant at the best-fit values from the original model (Table 2.3). These partial fits
had R2 as duration increased of 0.51, 0.45, 0.60, and 0.58, significant by a permutation
test (p < 0.001).

Duration

D

A

25%

41.5 x 10-3 ± 2.5 x 10-3 cm/(Ns/m)

0.728 ± 0.119 (unitless)

50%

75.3 x 10-3 ± 5.1 x 10-3

0.735 ± 0.161

75%

103.4 x 10-3 ± 10.0 x 10-3

0.781 ± 0.054

100%

121.2 x 10-3 ± 10.6 x 10-3

0.780 ± 0.058

Table 2.3: Optimized state-space parameters, Experiment 1. The ± interval equals the 95% CI of the mean.

Our display of state space analysis sensitivity (Figure 2.5) mapped positional error into
the parameter

, which quantified how each perpendicular displacement updated the

expectation of viscosity. This is appropriate given the formalism of the state space
model, but does compare computational elements with different units (Ns/m vs. cm). The
state space model maps the expectation of viscosity into positional error via the
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Figure 2.6: Experiment 2. (A, B) Each colored trace represents the average experienced force
profile at each viscous gain for the 25% (A) and 100% (B) duration conditions. For the 25%
condition, the viscous gain was drawn from a strongly biased, leftward distribution, [B = (-6, 12, -18, -24, -30, -36) Ns/m]. For the 100% condition, the gain was drawn from a strongly
biased, rightward distribution, [B = (6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36) Ns/m]. For the sake of visual
comparison, the force perturbations were converted here to the same directional bias. (C, D)
Full movement trajectories were averaged across all replicates of same viscous gain, across all
subjects, for the 25% (C) and 100% (D) duration conditions.

compliance parameter

; since the force duration is shorter for pulses, this parameter is

likewise smaller for briefer force presentation (Table 2.3). An alternative way to display
this data would have been to multiply each sensitivity

by the appropriate

. This

mapping of displacement into displacement would still generate significant differences
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dependent on force duration, with 25% duration having the steepest slope (0.12) and
100% duration the shallowest (0.066), now unitless metrics.

2.3.4 Experiment 2: replicated results of Experiment 1

In Experiment 2, we found that the strength of the force, at constant gain, did not
appreciably change with the duration of the perturbation.

Forces were smaller in

amplitude than in Experiment 1 due to the longer time-to-target and slower associated
movement speeds (Figures 2.6A, 2.6B). The resulting movement trajectories exhibited
increases in perpendicular displacement as viscous gain increased (Figures 2.6C, 2.6D),
as in Experiment 1.

Figure 2.7: Experiment 2. (A) The average adaptation metric for each of six viscous gains, for
both duration conditions (triangle, 25% duration; square, 100% duration), was plotted against
the average p.d. at 7 cm. The slope of the linear fits (colored lines) decreased in magnitude as
duration increased (t-test, p = 0.083). Note that for comparison, the kinematic metrics resulting
from rightward full-movement forces were "flipped" across the y-axis. (B) The trial-by-trial
response was quantified by a state-space model of data averaged across all subjects. Elements
of the sensitivity vector were plotted against the average movement error for each
corresponding viscous gain. The slope of the linear fit decreased in magnitude as duration
increased (bootstrap, p = 0.009). For comparison, the kinematic metrics for the 100% condition
were flipped across the y-axis.
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Additionally, we replicated the adaptation analysis results from experiment 1. Here, we
present comparisons of adaptation and modeled sensitivity to average experienced
kinematics. The slope of adaptation with respect to movement error (average p.d.) was
found to decrease in magnitude as perturbation duration increased (Figure 2.7A).
However, for this experiment, the difference in slopes of adaptation with respect to
movement error between the 25% and 100% duration conditions was not found to be
statistically significant (t-test, p = 0.083); quality of the linear fits were 0.95 (25%
duration) and 0.91 (100% duration).

We also replicated the state-space analysis from Experiment 1. We plotted the elements
of the sensitivity vector

against the average movement error for each corresponding

gain, performing a linear fit for each vector (Figure 2.7B). As before, we compared the
slopes of the linear fits for each duration condition (25%, 2.09 ± 1.59 (Ns/m)/cm; 100%,
0.75 ± 0.38 (Ns/m)/cm). We found that the slope significantly decreased in magnitude as
the duration of the force perturbations increased (bootstrap, p = 0.009); quality of fits was
0.97 (25%) and 0.88 (100%). This steeper slope in error sensitivity for the 25% condition
implied a greater sensitivity to movement errors; the modeled error sensitivity for the
25% condition covered a range comparable to that of the full-movement condition, with a
much smaller range of experienced errors.

As in Experiment 1, the modeled compliance

(25%, 60.6 x 10-3 ± 4.0 x10-3 cm/(Ns/m);

100%, 170.0 x 10-3 ± 31.0 x10-3 cm/(Ns/m)) increased as duration increased from 25% to
100% (bootstrap, p < 0.001); the unitless coefficient
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(25%, 0.774 ± 0.144; 100%,

0.723 ± 0.068) did not significantly change across duration conditions (bootstrap, p >
0.05).

Figure 2.8: Experiment 2. Average lateral force profiles from force channel trials for the 25%
duration (A) and full-movement duration (B) conditions. For visual comparison, forces were
plotted with the same directionality. The mean, steady-state force profiles (black, solid) were
plotted versus a mean “ideal” force profile (black, dotted); mean profiles were calculated over
the last 72 error-clamped movements. (Inset, bar plot) Mean force breadth metrics plotted
with standard deviation. The steady-state breadth metrics were calculated over the last 72
error-clamped movements for each subject, then averaged across subjects. We also calculated
the average steady-state ideal breadth metrics for each condition. The difference between
actual steady-state breadth metrics for each duration condition was significantly different from
zero (t-test, p < 0.0002). For the 25% duration condition, the difference between the actual
breadth and ideal breadth was also significant (t-test, p < 0.00001). There was no significant
difference between the actual and ideal breadths for the full-movement duration condition (ttest, p = 0.94).

2.3.5 Experiment 2: error-clamped movement analysis

Comparison of late-training lateral force profiles to an “ideal” lateral force profile found
that subjects adapted their force output more broadly and with lower peak magnitude than
the experienced 25% duration perturbations (Figure 2.8A). When adapting to the fullmovement force perturbations, the overall shape and magnitude of subjects’ adapted
lateral force profiles were more similar to the “ideal” compensatory force profile (Figure
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2.7B). Note that for ease of qualitative comparison, we inverted the y-axis of the 100%
duration lateral forces (from a negative, leftward compensation to positive, rightward
compensation).

To compare adaptation to the different durations of experienced force perturbations, we
compared the breadth of subjects lateral force profiles as measured on error-clamped
trials (Figure 2.8, inset). We assessed differences in the steady-state characteristics of
subjects’ lateral force profiles by first calculating the breadth metric, as described in the
Methods, for each subject averaged over the last 72 error-clamped movements. We
found that the average force profile breadth differed significantly between the 25% and
100% duration conditions (t-test, p < 0.0002). We then compared the average breadth for
each duration condition to an "ideal" profile breadth, representing the lateral forces
necessary to compensate for an average-gain perturbation. We found the difference
between the breadth of the subjects' lateral force profiles and "ideal" force profiles to be
not significant for the full-movement duration condition (t-test, p = 0.94). However, for
the 25% duration condition, the subject and "ideal" breadths differed significantly (t-test,
p < 0.0001).

These results suggest that at the steady state, subjects developed a

perturbation-appropriate compensation for the experienced full-movement forces, but not
the 25% duration forces.
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2.4 DISCUSSION

We used trial-by-trial analysis and system identification to determine how human
subjects modified their adaptive strategy when experiencing force perturbations of
different durations, ranging from transient force pulses to full-movement forces.

We

found that as force duration decreased, subjects became increasingly sensitive with
respect to the experienced force impulse and resulting positional errors.

This was

surprising: in the shortest duration condition (25% window), subjects experienced less
overall integrated force and thus lower magnitude errors, yet they adapted as strongly as
and were more sensitive to dynamic and kinematic signals than when experiencing more
total force and larger trajectory errors in the longer duration conditions.

A consensus of models of neural adaptation consist of a linear neural network, in which
driving signals project divergently onto input neurons whose tuning functions span the
signal space (Rumelhart et al. 1986; Kawato et al. 1987; Poggio and Bizzi 2004). The
input neurons then project through adaptable weights to output neurons, which sum their
inputs to generate outputs of the overall network. The simplest learning rule, the delta
rule (Widrow and Hoff 1960; Pouget and Snyder 2000), generates adaptive steps that are
proportional to the error of the generated output. In seeking a behavioral analog to that
proportionality, here we observed that briefer force perturbations induced, per unit of
viscosity, smaller impulses and smaller displacements of the hand than perturbations of
longer duration. The adaptation to pulses, however, was robust, and the human adaptive
sensitivity to impulse and displacement error was actually larger for brief pulses. This
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heightened sensitivity suggests that human adaptive response to forces of varying
duration

cannot

be

explained

by

simple

proportional

response

to

error.

A more nuanced learning rule adjusts the strength of adaptation by a gradient: the
derivative of output error with respect to the weight connecting the input to output
neurons (Pouget and Snyder 2000). Indeed, although a commonly used delta rule holds
the learning rate constant, the full delta rule scales adaptation by this gradient (Widrow
and Hoff 1960). The gradient space, however, is determined by the mathematical details
of the neurons generating the control signal, not by the details of the perturbations
generated by the movement environment. Our interpretation of gradient descent is
therefore that the real magnitude of impulse and displacement error, dependent on the
magnitude of weights, should be independent of perturbation type; therefore our observed
changes in sensitivity cannot be explained by traditional consideration of the gradient of
the error space. If these neural network models are relevant to human motor adaptation,
perhaps the natural scale of tuning can be rapidly changed by the details of the
environment, which would make our observed behaviors consistent with gradient
descent. These rapid changes, while consistent with results from our own laboratory,
challenge the concept that the rules of adaptation should remain fixed while learning in
the short term.

Previously, researchers found human subjects responded to movement-long viscous
forces that were applied in every movement and always pushed in the same direction by
adapting in a manner proportionate to sensed error (Scheidt et al. 2001). Later, we found
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that human subjects adopted a categorical adaptive strategy when experiencing
infrequently-presented, directionally-unbiased, 70 ms viscous force pulses (Fine and
Thoroughman 2006); after experiencing a force pulse, subjects adapted to oppose the
direction of perturbation in a manner insensitive to the magnitude of force and associated
kinematic signals.

By systematically altering two of the three properties of the

perturbations where the 2006 study differed from the 2001 study, specifically the
perturbation likelihood and directional bias, we induced subjects to transition between
proportionate and categorical adaptive strategies (Fine and Thoroughman 2007); prior to
our current study, force duration was the remaining unexplored parameter that differed
across these aforementioned studies. In light of our current findings, we conclude that the
previously observed insensitivity to the size of perturbed errors reflected reductions in
error sensitivity due to the low likelihood and lack of directional bias of the perturbations,
which outweighed any increases in error sensitivity resulting from the shortened duration
of the pulses.

As perturbations became increasingly brief in duration and generated less total force, it
would be reasonable to assume that the nervous system might not react to such transient
events as it does to persistent, lengthier perturbations. We previously hypothesized that
the passive contributions of the viscoelasticity of human tissue and muscles and inertial
properties of the limb might act to dissipate and filter the effects of external
perturbations; a musculoskeletal model combining the low-pass properties of muscle with
the high-pass properties of muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs via sensory feedback
pathways suggested an overall low-pass filtering effect of the system (van der Helm and
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Rozendaal 2000). However, our findings here suggest that low-pass effects did not
dominate the adaptive response to force pulses of the strength and duration employed
here. Rather, the finding of increased sensitivity to smaller force impulses and kinematic
errors when experiencing short-duration forces strengthens our other hypothesis: that any
passive filtering of brief duration forces was strongly countered by the sensitivity of
primary sensation to rapid changes in sensory stimuli (DeAngelis et al. 1995; Chen and
Poppele 1978).

To gain a better understanding of the specific changes in reach dynamics underlying the
kinematic adaptive responses, we performed our second experiment using an error-clamp
technique to examine changes in predictive control resulting from short (25%) and fullmovement (100%) duration forces. The error-clamp constrained lateral errors during
reaches to nearly zero, which largely suppressed the within-movement feedback response
for those trials. Thus, the forces generated by the manipulandum to constrain the handle
are considered to represent subjects' predictive lateral compensation for perturbations. A
so-called ideal force profile exhibiting accurate learning of previously experienced force
perturbations would resemble a mirror-image of the forces that would have been present
were the movement a typical perturbation trial (Smith et al. 2006); such an ideal force
profile can be readily calculated from the position and velocity data time series of the
clamped trial and the perturbation function. As the subjects in our study experienced
perturbations with viscous gains pseudo-randomly drawn from an even distribution, we
reasonably expected them to adapt to around the average perturbation gain, as seen
previously (Scheidt et al. 2001). At the steady state, the breadth of lateral force profiles
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for the full-movement condition closely matched that of an average-gain ideal force
profile. However, the breadth of force profiles produced for the short-duration condition
differed greatly from an ideal profile. Here, subjects generated consistently broader
lateral forces and matched neither the onset or offset timing of the experienced force
pulses.

Although a viscous force field is considered a novel movement environment, it has been
shown that subjects do readily adapt to these perturbing forces, returning to a nearbaseline level of performance (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Thoroughman and
Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt et al. 2001). This adaptation may take place through a learned
velocity-dependence of the perturbations (Sing et al. 2009) and appropriate changes in
reach dynamics. Whether using the velocity signal or a similarly shaped function, the
nervous system could compute an estimate of the perturbing forces over the entire
movement time series by simply multiplying the signal by some constant value, learned
over training. Due to the positional windowing of the 25% duration perturbation
condition, there might be a much less ecological state-dependence of the experienced
environmental dynamics across the movement time-series. In this case, the experienced
pulsatile perturbations are poorly characterized by learned state-dependence and a simple
signal multiplication. This may be evidenced by the mismatch between the steady-state
force profiles and ideal force profiles calculated from the experienced pulse function.

We considered how this persistent temporal mismatch between predicted dynamics and
experienced forces might be related to the changes in adaptive sensitivity seen in
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Experiment 1. While our previous analyses based on kinematics supported a hypothesis
that primary sensation's high-pass preferences might overweigh low-pass filtering effects
due to the body's natural biomechanics, our consideration of reach dynamics suggests
another possible factor: sensitivity to force pulses may have been influenced by
attentional effects as explained by Bayesian surprise (Itti and Baldi 2009).

Itti and Baldi’s formalism of surprise considers sensory experiences that are particularly
salient to be more surprising, and thus, more attractive to attention; here, saliency is a
measure of how unexpected an experience is based upon prior beliefs. We have
previously found that changes in attention during movement affect the transformation of
errors into predictive control (Taylor and Thoroughman 2007). Here, there was an
inability of the motor system to predict and/or generate a temporally matched
compensatory response for the force pulses. By generating unnecessary compensatory
actions preceding and following the pulses, the within-movement sensory experience
unexpectedly became more complex than when predictive compensation more closely
matched the full-movement perturbations. This unexpected complexity of experience
could in turn cause increased attention, and sensitivity, to pulsatile movements. In the
unwindowed viscous environment, the greater predictability of force onset, offset, and
amplitude of full-movement forces might have demanded less attention and resulted in a
reduced sensitivity.

Disclaimer: Data collection and some initial analyses for Experiment 1 were performed
by collaborators Michael Fine and Andrew Gross. I performed additional analyses for
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Experiment 1. I designed and executed the entirety of Experiment 2, with assistance
from Heidi Weeks and Jenny Macy. I wrote the manuscript and am listed as primary
author.
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Chapter 3.

The interleaving of action and observation reveals the adaptive
incremental effect of movement observation
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ABSTRACT

Humans can acquire information about movements and learn through both physical
practice and observation of another person’s movements.

The learning of skilled

reaching movements is possible due to incremental changes in motor output informed by
previously sensed dynamic and kinematic signals. While adaptation of dynamics is
strongly driven by a wide range of sensory feedback including proprioception, observers
are informed by vision alone, absent the other typical movement-related feedback and
neural processes of planning and execution. Here, we trained human subjects to perform
interspersed reaching movements and observation trials, where the strength of viscous
force perturbations varied trial-by-trial, and identified the incremental changes in
performance due to prior action or observation. Surprisingly, we found that individual
observation trials had a magnitude of influence similar to adaptation following
movement.

Further, we found that the sloped component of the observation-driven

response was not corrective with respect to real-valued signals, but suggestive of an anticorrective response. The total effect of observation was generally adaptive, due to a
static offset component insensitive to real-valued signals that opposed the direction of
force perturbations. This finding contrasted with the typical proportionate corrective
adaptation associated with physical practice.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

To successfully move in a new environment, manipulate new objects, or compensating
for bodily changes due to aging or injury, people must rapidly and readily compensate for
altered dynamics, an improvement that typically takes place through physical practice.
This learning process is informed by sensory feedback including visual and
proprioceptive signals. Additionally, people can watch the actions of others to inform
their movements.

Unlike action, observation must provide movement-related

information through vision alone, in the absence of the other typical sources of sensory
feedback that accompany volitional movements, motor planning, and descending
neuromotor commands.

To study motor adaptation, researchers have trained human subjects to perform reaching
movements while interacting with a robotic manipulandum capable of producing a
variety of haptic perturbations. In a foundational study of observation in this reaching
paradigm, researchers found that naive observers who watched a movie of another naive
person adapting to a novel haptic environment later produced smaller trajectory errors
than non-observing controls when initially exposed to the same environment (Mattar and
Gribble 2005). This adaptive advantage was enhanced when observers watched more
high-curvature movements and was not dependent on watching the full course of learning
from naive to learned (Brown et al. 2010), suggesting that adaptation might scale with the
amount of observed kinematic error, a response often assumed in theories of motor
learning.
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However, these two studies measured learning following a prolonged period of
observation; the precise relationship between sensed errors during individually observed
movements and subsequent adaptation was not considered.

We have previously

considered the incremental adaptive steps that underlie this long-term skill learning and
their dependence on real-valued sensory signals (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000;
Scheidt et al., 2001; Thoroughman and Taylor, 2005; Fine and Thoroughman, 2007).
Based on Brown et al.'s (2010) findings, we hypothesized that observation of perturbed
movements, and their associated errors, would induce in a stronger corrective adaptation
of subsequent movements, though not as strongly as following action, given that the
adaptive effect described by Mattar and Gribble (2005) was relatively small in amplitude.

We designed an experiment to quantify the real-valued transformation of sensed error
into adaptation of subsequent movements. Using a modified version of the approach
described in Chapter 2, we interleaved individual movement and observation trials and
varied the strength of the viscous force field on each trial to induce a wide range of
directly experienced and observed kinematic errors, ensuring that subjects did not reach a
steady-state of learning and constantly adapted. Further, experienced forces were applied
in a single direction to ensure that, at least for learning by moving, there was a
proportionate relationship between sensed error and adaptive response (Scheidt et al.
2001). We found that subjects adapted in an error-corrective manner following direct
experience, as expected. Surprisingly, we found that while the overall effect of
observation was adaptive with respect to perturbation direction, the component of
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adaptation that scaled with real-valued signals was not corrective, but more indicative of
an imitative effect.

3.2 METHODS

We recruited 7 neurologically normal, right-handed, human volunteers (5 male, 2 female;
aged 21 to 26) from the Washington University in St. Louis community to participate in
this study. Subject handedness was evaluated using the Edinburgh handedness inventory
(Oldfield 1971). Protocol was approved by the Washington University Hilltop Human
Studies Committee; subjects gave informed consent. Subjects were trained to perform
horizontal-plane reaching movements and to observe movie clips of reaching movements,
while holding the handle of a planar five-bar, two-link robotic manipulandum (Interactive
Motion Technologies, Cambridge, MA). Software sampled kinematic data acquired by
position encoders and tachometers and generated commands at a rate of 1 kHz. Two DC
motors produced torques at each robot joint to create force perturbations.

3.2.1 Setup

Subjects were seated upright in a darkened room with their upper arm supported in the
horizontal plane parallel to the floor by a ceiling-mounted sling (Figure 3.1A). An
overhead LCD projector generated images reflected by a mirror to a back projection
screen and reflected on the top surface of a half-silvered mirror located in the horizontal
plane above the subjects’ arm and manipulandum. When subjects performed reaching
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movements, visual feedback in the form of the cursor, start location, and target were
projected from overhead onto the screen and reflected onto the mirror, appearing as
floating in the manipulandum-arm movement plane.

Additionally, custom software

controlled an LCD lamp mounted below the half-silvered mirror to provide

Figure 3.1: Apparatus for observation experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4. A. Cartoon
diagram of the experimental apparatus (by E. Marongelli). B. Still image from a typical
observation trial movie clip, showing the actor’s arm and hand holding the manipulandum
handle, with cursor and target feedback overlaid. C. As the subject looked down onto the
half-mirrored surface above his/her hand, visual feedback during reaching movement trials and
movie clips during observation trials appeared in the plane of reaching.

sufficient illumination to allow subjects to view their arm and the manipulandum during
reaching movements. During observation trials, the typical visual feedback was replaced
by a movie clip of another person performing a reaching movement (Figure 3.1B),
projected into the movement plane (Figure 3.1C).

The below-mirror lighting was

automatically extinguished during observation trials to occlude vision of the subject's
own arm.
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The real-time LINUX operating system installed on the computer with the appropriate
software and hardware to interface with the robotic manipulandum, or "robot computer"
was not capable of displaying the movie clips as desired for observation. As a result, the
custom software for the motor task was modified to allow the robot computer to
communicate with a second computer, or "media computer", via the serial port. The
media computer ran additional custom software designed to play the specified movie
clips when cued by the robot computer, switch the LCD lamp on and off using USB
communication, and send a message over the serial port to the robot computer upon
completion of movie clip playback. Communication between computers occurred with
negligible lag, and the brief delay to initiate movie playback itself was accounted for by
the task software to enforce a consistent intertrial interval.

3.2.2 Reaching task

During movement trials in both experiments, subjects were trained to wait at a start
location until the target appeared, then to move a cursor dot representing their hand
position to the target in 750 ms, with a single continuous motion. The start location was
fixed at the origin of a rectangular coordinate system centered over the workspace;
subjects were positioned such that their elbow flexed 90° with hand at the start location.
The target was located 10 cm from the start location, away from the body along the body
midline. Once the cursor stopped on the target, the target color changed to provide
timing feedback: green (750±50 ms), red (< 700 ms), blue (> 800 ms). After completion
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of each movement, the robot generated a steady force towards the center target, returning
the handle and subjects’ limb to the starting position. During force field movement trials,
subjects experienced perpendicular (or rightward-biased), full-movement viscous forces
Fx generated by the robotic manipulandum (Equation 3.1) which affected the dynamics

of the reaching,
€

Fx = Bi y˙

(3.1),

where y˙ was the component of velocity parallel to target direction, and Bi was the

€

viscous gain during trial i. For Experiment 1, subjects experienced a fixed, rightward

€ viscous gain of B = 15 Ns/m. For catch trials, movements where
€ the force field was
i
unexpectedly absent, the viscosity Bi is 0 Ns/m. For Experiment 2, the viscous gain on

€ was pseudo-randomly drawn from a rightward-biased distribution, Bi = [6, 12,
each trial
€
18, 24, 30, 36] Ns/m. During
sets where force fields were present during movements,
€ moving in a force
observation trials (described in detail later) showed another person
field described by the Equation 3.1, with the same viscous gain conditions.
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Figure 3.2: Experiment design. Movement and observation trials were pseudo-randomly
interspersed within each set. For each trial on Day 2, Sets 2 to 4, the viscous gain of the force
perturbation was pseudo-randomly drawn from a distribution of B = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36
Ns/m.

3.2.3 Experiment design

Subjects performed the motor task on two consecutive days (Figure 3.2). On Day 1, we
trained subjects on a baseline movement task with no observation trials; subjects
performed four sets of 120 reaching movement trials in the absence of forces. During the
first set of Day 2, subjects experienced a shortened set designed to introduce them to the
modified task with both action and observation, with no force field present; subjects
performed 45 reaching movements and 15 observation trials pseudo-randomly
interleaved. Here, the observation trials showed the actor moving under the same noforce condition.

During each of Sets 2, 3, and 4, on Day 2, subjects performed 120 total trials per set: 90
reaching movements and 30 observation trials, interleaved. The inclusion of a greater
proportion of reaching movement trials was necessary as our metric of learning was
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derived from performance.

During each movement trial, subjects experienced the

viscous force field as described previously (Equation 1); observation trials depicted the
actor performing a reaching movement perturbed by the same viscous force field.
During force field trials, the viscous gain pseudo-randomly varied from trial-to-trial,
drawn from the rightward-biased distribution (B = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 Ns/m).

3.2.4 Movement observation

An additional subject was recruited to serve as an actor (male, age 21) shown in the
movie clips. The actor was also a naïve subject experiencing the same sequence of
viscous gains as the main subject group (described below), with the exception of
performing reaching movements in lieu of observation trials. This subject was aware that
he or she was being recorded during the task.

In order to record the actor's arm

movements from an overhead perspective, the projector, screen, and half-silvered mirror
setup was not used; instead, this participant performed the task with visual feedback
provided via a vertically-mounted computer monitor, with peripheral vision of his arm
unoccluded.

The recorded movements were converted into separate movie clips for individual
observation trials. Each observation trial showed the naive actor performing a single
reaching movement under the same task conditions, as a birds-eye view of the actor's
right arm (acquired with a digital video camera) and the usual movement trial visual
feedback, including cursor, start location, and target (acquired with CamStudio software,
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GNU GPL) superimposed using Adobe Premier Pro v7.0 software (Adobe Systems Inc.).
These two components of the observation movie clips were combined, cropped, and
scaled appropriately to match the typical visual feedback of a movement trial (Figure
3.1B). In both experiments, subjects understood that following each trial another target
might appear to cue another reaching movement or a movie clip would begin playing.
They were instructed to remain motionless and watch while a movie clip played,
maintaining their arm in the start configuration.

Subjects were monitored by

experimenters to ensure that they observed movies as instructed, and data was analyzed
to ensure no potentially confounding movements were made during observation.

3.2.5 Analysis

Performance was quantified by measuring the perpendicular displacement (p.d.) from
baseline, also termed movement error; we used perpendicular displacement to
characterize performance since perturbations were applied in the direction perpendicular
to the target direction. Adaptation was defined to be the change from mean performance
on a movement trial n+1 due to previous experience on trial n.

Since subjects

experienced a range of different force field strengths that varied from trial to trial, the
time series of perpendicular displacements for each movement trial was first normalized
by subtracting the mean displacement for a given viscous gain from all movements
performed with the same viscous gain. The resulting mean gain-normalized trajectories
quantified the deviation of each individual movement from typical performance in the
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presence of the same strength force field. All trajectories were aligned at peak velocity
prior to averaging.

Here, we quantified adaptation with respect to the experienced viscosity of the previous
movement or observation trial.

We calculated full time-series trajectories of post-

movement adaptation by averaging the normalized trajectories for all movements n+1
following a movement trial n of the same viscous gain, and similar calculated postobservation adaptation by averaging all replicates following observation trials n of the
same viscosity. To better compare the relationship between adaptation and previously
experienced viscosity, we reduced each movement trajectory to a scalar metric of p.d. at
peak speed, a common kinematic performance metric (Thoroughman and Taylor 2005),
and then repeated the above analysis of adaptation using scalar values.

To quantify and compare the influence of the controlled variable of viscosity on trial n
and adaptation on trial n+1, following movement and observation, we performed a firstorder, linear regression of adaptation on viscosity, fit by least squares, and compared the
first-order parameters, or slope, which reflected the responses' dependence on real-valued
signals (viscous gain); this fit was performed for each subject. We also quantified the
zero-order, or gain-independent, effect as a DC-offset of each fit as measured at B = 21
Ns/m, the average experienced viscosity.

Significance was determined using t-tests and by bootstrapping (Fisher 1993).

For

bootstraps, the participant pool was resampled with replacement 1000 times, statistics of
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interest were calculated at each resampling, and then sorted to determine p-values. All
analyses were performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).

Figure 3.3: A, Movement, seven subjects: Mean subject hand trajectories for each rightward
viscous gain (B = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 Ns/m). B, Observation, single subject: Mean observed
hand trajectories (from movements used for observation trials only) for each viscous gain.
Both performed and observed movements covered a similar range of positional signals, for
each viscous gain.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Movement performance

On each individual movement trial, subjects either performed a reaching movement while
experiencing a unidirectional force field with viscous strength drawn from a range of
gains or watched a video clip showing another person experiencing similar viscous
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Figure 3.4: Mean movement error (p.d. at peak speed) for each viscous gain experienced on
movement n+1 plotted versus the viscosity of the previous (A) movement trial n or (B)
observation trial n. During our analysis that follows, we considered how experience on trial n
induced changes from mean performance on movement n+1, normalizing by subtracting the
mean effect of perturbation. Although this data is variable, we find consistent trends: mean
performance was negatively sloped with respect to preceding movement and positively sloped
with respect to preceding observation, for each viscous gain on movement n+1.

forces. While the experimentally manipulated variable was force field viscosity, both
subjects and video actor produced a wide range of movement trajectories during the force
field training period (Figure 3.3), distributed across the range of viscous gains.
Performance on each trial was quantified as the perpendicular displacement (p.d.) from
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baseline performance at peak velocity. Mean subject performance measured with p.d. at
peak speed ranged from -4.4 to 24.3 mm, while mean actor trajectories shown during
observation trials ranged from -6.5 to 21.6 mm.

We gain-normalized trajectory data to adjust for the presence of different perturbations
on individual trials and quantify the change from mean performance. To ensure such a
subtraction was valid across all combinations of sequentially experienced viscous gains,
we examined the distribution and range of mean performance separated by viscous gain
of trial n+1, with respect to previously experienced viscosity on trial n, captured by
scalar metric of p.d. at peak speed (Figure 3.4). Although this separation of data reduces
our analytical power and shows variability, we did find general trends in performance.
For movements n+1 following a preceding movement n, we saw that mean performance
was generally negatively sloped with respect to the increasing viscosity of the previous
movements, regardless of the viscous gain experienced on trial n+1 itself (Figure 3.4A).
Also, we found that mean performance for movements n+1 was generally positively
sloped with respect to increasing viscosity of observation trial n (Figure 3.4B). With
respect to our analysis of adaptation, we were satisfied that the approach of averaging all
gain-normalized replicates n+1 subsequent to a common viscous gain on trial n would
not be affected by differences due to the viscous gain of trials n+1.
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Figure 3.5: A, B. Reproduced y-axis position data from Figure 3.4 plotted versus movement
time. A, Movement: Mean subject perpendicular displacement for each rightward-biased
viscous gain. B, Observation: Mean observed perpendicular displacement for each viscous
gain. The y-axis on plots A and B, is equivalent to the respective x-axes of Figure 3.8. C, D.
Difference in displacement from mean performance (adaptation metric) is plotted versus
movement time for each previously experienced viscosity (rightward-biased) for movements
made following a previous movement (C) and movements performed following observation
(D). Dotted lines with diamonds (black) on each trace indicate the p.d. at peak speed (note: all
movements were aligned by peak speed before analysis).

3.3.2 Full trajectories of adaptation

As previously described in section 3.2.6, we analyzed adaptation by quantifying the
change from mean performance on movement trials n+1 immediately subsequent to
movement or observation on trial n. In Figure 3.5A, we plotted the mean perpendicular
hand displacements for movement trials n for each viscous gain and below, in Figure
3.5C, the corresponding adaptive response measured on movement trials n+1. A change
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from mean performance that deviated in the negative direction was in the "leftward"
direction with respect to the movement target and a positive deviation was in the
"rightward" direction, the same direction as the applied perturbations.

As viscous gain increased, mean displacements increasingly grew in the direction of the
force field (Figure 3.5A) while the adaptive responses increasingly trended in the
opposing direction (Figure 3.5C). Although all experienced forces were rightward, this
measure of adaptation indicated that subjects generally adapted to move further rightward
after experiencing the weakest rightward forces on the previous trial. While the adaptive
changes following the weaker viscous gains were in the same direction as the force field,
the response to the stronger viscous gains opposed the direction of the force field. This
adaptive behavior suggests that during training, subjects predicted an intermediate, or
mean, strength of force field of the range of viscosities, an expected and previously
described behavior (Scheidt et al. 2000). We found subjects generally adapted with
respect to the expected mean viscous gain.

In Figure 3.5B and 3.5D, we similarly compared the mean observed hand displacements
for observation trials (n) and the mean adaptive response on trials (n+1). As viscous gain
increased, the mean observed trajectories increasingly curved in the direction of forces,
but unlike for trials following movements, the adaptive response following observation
also increasingly deviated towards the same direction as the forces. However, we also
observed that the responses overall appeared to deviate leftwards, countering the
rightward directional bias of the force fields.
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Figure 3.6: Mean adaptation metric is calculated from p.d. at peak speed versus viscous gain
experienced on a previous movement trial (A) or observation trial (B). Each bar represents the
mean change from mean performance, with 95% confidence intervals. Participants responded
to each experienced or observed perturbation by adapting on the subsequent movement. A.
Following movement, subjects adapted in a corrective manner, scaled by perturbation strength,
about a mean experienced viscous gain. B. Following observation, subjects responded
oppositely, in an anti-corrective manner, but also scaled by viscosity.

3.3.3 Scalar reduction of adaptation and linear fit

We repeated the preceding analysis by reducing the full trajectories from each movement
trial n+1 to a scalar metric of performance, p.d. at peak speed (Figure 3.5, dotted vertical
lines), for greater ease in comparison between post-movement (Figure 3.6A) and postobservation (Figure 3.6B) responses, with 95% confidence intervals.

Recall that a

negative adaptation metric is "leftwards" or countering the direction of the applied force
field, and a positive adaptation metric is "rightwards", or in the same direction as the
perturbation. In agreement with our earlier assessment, we found that the mean adaptive
effect generally countered the viscosity of previously experienced movements with
respect to some mean experienced force, and appeared to scale with viscous gain (Figure
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3.6A).

In contrast, the post-observation adaptive response increasingly boosted the

direction of the force field as viscous gain increased (Figure 3.6B).

Figure 3.7: A linear fit of both adaptive responses shows an oppositely sloped relationship
between viscosity of the experienced or observed movement and adaptive response. The
slopes of adaptation were significantly different between movement and observation
(bootstrap, p < .001), but of similar magnitude. Post-movement adaptation at 21 Ns/m was not
significantly different from zero (two-tailed t-test, p = 0.314). The post-observation response
at mean viscosity of 21 Ns/m was significantly less than zero (one-tailed t-test, p = 0.003).

Finding that both responses followed a general linear trend with respect to previously
experienced viscosity, we performed a first-order regression on the post-movement and
post-observation adaptive responses on viscous gain; the first-order parameter of these
fits represented the sensitivity of adaptation to viscous gain (Figure 3.7). We found that
the two slopes of adaptation (Post-Movement mean slope=-0.0055±0.0033 cm/(Ns/m);
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Post-Observation slope=0.0043±0.0051 cm/(Ns/m)) were significantly different from
each other (bootstrap, p < 0.001) and the difference in their absolute magnitudes did not
significantly differ from zero (p = 0.358). The Post-Movement slope was significantly
negatively sloped (bootstrap, p < 0.001), while the Post-Observation slope was nearly
significantly positively sloped (bootstrap, p = 0.059).

As noted in previous literature (Scheidt et al. 2001; Fine and Thoroughman 2006),
subjects experiencing a range of viscous gains typically predict the mean experienced
force strength (note: a similar effect is described in Section 2.3.1, final paragraph),
though they tend not adapt completely and produce straight-line trajectories for this mean
strength (here, Figure 3.3, previously, Figure 2.2). This suggested that the zero crossing
of adaptation should occur around a viscous gain of 21Ns/m. The zero-order parameter
from the linear regression informs the overall offset of adaptation, insensitive to realvalued signals. The measured zero-order parameter for Post-Movement was 0.1343 ±
0.0673 cm and for Post-Observation was -0.1578 ± 0.1202 cm, significantly different
from each other (bootstrap, p < 0.001). The post-movement constant parameter was
greater than zero (p < 0.001) and the post-observation constant was less than zero (p =
0.005). The zero-order term effected an overall shift in adaptation, determining the xintercept of adaptation. To quantify this effect, we measured a DC offset at 21 Ns/m
which was the average experienced viscous gain. As expected, we found that movementinduced adaptation was not significantly different from zero at mean viscous gain (twotailed t-test, p=0.314), but for observation, the DC-offset at 21 Ns/m was negative,
significantly less than zero (one-tailed t-test, p = 0.003).
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3.4 DISCUSSION

Previously, researchers found that people who observed a movie of another person
adapting to an unknown viscous force field over many movements gained an adaptive
advantage, or disadvantage, when later adapting to the same, or opposing, force field
(Mattar and Gribble 2005). Here, we for the first time identified on a trial-by-trial basis
that action observation affected performance on subsequent movement trials. While we
found that direct action produced a stereotypically corrective effect in response to
previously experienced forces, remarkably and unexpectedly, we found that observation
influenced an adaptation of subsequent movements to a similar extent.

The interleaving of action and observation was our unique approach to evaluate the effect
of single observation experiences. While previous studies of observational learning in
our paradigm had quantified a gross effect following many observations, our approach
allowed us to consider the small, incremental changes in performance and how they
related to previous experience. By providing a different strength perturbation on each
trial, we induced a range of adaptive responses, allowing us to consider the
transformation of sensation on one trial into changes in performance on the subsequent
trial. Since Mattar and Gribble (2005) described a relatively modest effect of long-term
observation, we hypothesized that the incremental effects of observation would be
significant smaller than those of learning through practice.

Surprisingly, when

considering how experience on one movement influenced the next, we found that
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observation resulted in changes in performance of a similar magnitude as learning by
moving.

When expressed as a combination of components sensitive to real-valued signals and a
constant offset, the observation-driven response was not corrective and even suggested a
generally anti-corrective slope of adaptation with respect to real-valued signals, as large
in magnitude as the corrective response of movement. Based on previous work by
Brown et al. (2010) in this same reaching paradigm, we originally hypothesized that
subjects would adapt in a corrective manner with respect to viscosity; here, we did not
find a corrective response due to observation, but rather one that suggested an anticorrective response. Observation appeared to bias subsequent trajectories towards the
same direction as the observed movement, rather than correct for perceived errors in the
observed movement. Observation-driven mimicry or imitative bias has been previously
described in studies of automatic imitation, where observation of intransitive actions such
as finger tapping, lifting, hand opening/closing results in response priming of subsequent
movements (Brass et al. 2000; Bertenthal et al. 2006; Bove et al. 2009).

Other

researchers found that observation of thumb movements in specific directions or
orientations may directly produce a motor memory that biased later movements to fall
within the observed direction (Stefan et al. 2005; Stefan et al. 2008). These studies
suggest that observation might act to bias subsequent movements to reproduce the
kinematic properties of the observed movements.
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Additionally, observation-driven adaptation was influenced by a constant component
independent of real-valued signals that produced an overall adaptive shift in DC-offset
opposing the direction of the haptic perturbations. Previously, Brown et al. (2010) and
Mattar and Gribble

Figure 3.8: Potential effect of perturbation bias and average experienced forces in
determining DC offset of observational response. The bottom trace (blue) represents
our finding in this study, with a negative DC-offset following observation, and
experienced rightward-biased forces. We newly hypothesize that as the average
strength of experienced forces, or bias of the distribution, shifts, the direction and
magnitude of the DC-offset will shift towards the mean force strength.

(2005) described effects resulting from long-term observation of multiple movements
describing a range of kinematic errors prior to testing for learning, while we quantified
the incremental effect, here. Although the anti-corrective sloped response described here
appears to contradict their findings, we found that due to the DC-offset component of
adaptation, observation generally produced an adaptive effect, opposing the direction of
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the viscous perturbations.

Here, the mean observed kinematics ranged from large

rightward errors to small leftward errors. This mixture of observation trials was likely
similar in composition to those shown observers from a course of adaptation (Mattar and
Gribble 2005) or shuffled trials (Brown et al. 2010), in which an overall adaptive effect
was observed. Theoretically, a summation of incrementally adaptive steps due to the
DC-offset, independent of real-valued signals might explain an overall adaptive effect
following long-term adaptation. However, while long-term learning by physical practice
is thought to be explained as a summation of trial-by-trial updates in control
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000), this assumption does not necessarily apply to
learning by observing. It is possible that the long-term adaptive effect seen in the
aforementioned studies of observation may be influenced by other factors uncaptured by
incremental adaptation.

The post-observation DC-offset at mean viscosity opposed the direction, but not
magnitude, of the viscous force field.

Notably this component of adaptation was

insensitive to real-valued signals conveyed by the previously observed movement. We
suggest that this DC-offset may be the result of a cognitive response influenced by the
average experienced forces. Though less likely due to the less frequent occurrence of
observation trials and lack of DC-offset from mean gain in the post-movement response,
the general rightward bias of observed viscosities and their associated trajectories may
have also influenced DC-offset. We suggest that the DC-offset for observation might be
modulated by experiencing forces with differently biased distributions of viscous gains
(Figure 3.8). If the DC-offset truly is related to the average experienced force, it should
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be affected by a shift in bias, but the component dependent upon real-valued signals
should be preserved.
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Chapter 4.

Learning by long-term observation of force field adaptation is reflected
by changes in feedforward motor output that counter the observed
forces
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ABSTRACT

In Chapter 3, we quantified how visual-sensed information from movement observation
was transformed into changes in performance on subsequent movements, finding a
complex but overall adaptive effect of observation.

As previously discussed, some

researchers have theorized that movement observation may inform and update subsequent
movements through a neural representation of environmental dynamics, such as inverse
model. Thus far, this supposition has relied primarily on the support of kinematic metrics
of adaptation following observation (Mattar and Gribble 2005) and other indirect
evidence (Brown et al. 2009).

It remains an open question whether previously

established learning effects of observation were attributable to changes in feedforward
motor output that were environment-appropriate. Here, we used a reaching paradigm and
task structure similar to that employed by Mattar and Gribble (2005), but employed force
channel trials to measure predictive changes in motor output. We then compared the
direction and magnitude of adaptation following observation to that following physical
practice, finding a smaller, but significant effect. Using a linear model of joint position
and velocity dependence useful in assessing dynamics adaptation, we found that
following long-term observation of a viscous curl field, people adapted their motor output
to oppose the direction of observed perturbations, possibly as a learned scaling of
velocity.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Aside from physical practice, people might learn how to interact with their surroundings
via the observation of the others' movements. For example, the modern-day athlete
physically trains to achieve a high level of performance, but may also include periods of
video study in which athlete reviews past performance or studies the performance of
others.

While observation may inform higher-level movement-related concepts that

affect motor planning and goal-selection, it has been suggested that long-term
observation may result in adaptation at the level of muscle activation and execution.
Such an ability would be remarkable as observation conveys information by visual sense
alone, in the absence of the movement planning, generated motor commands, muscle
activation, and non-visual feedback signals such as proprioception that accompany
volitional action. Despite this, it has been shown that long-term movement observation
can affect subsequent performance through either a bias of motor memories (Stefan et al.
2005) or potential learning effects (Mattar and Gribble 2005).

Previously, researchers found that observers who watched another person moving in an
unknown haptic environment acquired an adaptive advantage when first experiencing and
adapting to the same environment themselves. Specifically, Mattar and Gribble (2005)
found these observers had a significant reduction in initial kinematic errors. However,
due to their analyses' reliance upon kinematic metrics, this learning metric could not
dissociate the influences of updates in predictive control from other potentially influential
processes. By measuring maximum curvature, at times later in the movement, measured
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trajectories could reflect a combination of feedforward control and feedback control.
Additionally, this averaged metric was affected by adaptation during initial exposure to
the force field during the trial over which it was measured. Also, observation may
enhance subsequent physical practice effects (Celnik et al. 2006), which could also
account for improved initial performance. Changes in the influence of feedback control,
learning rate, and potential biasing of motor planning, such as imitation effects, could
induce the measured adaptation without observation-driven updates to predictive motor
output or acquisition of an inverse model of environmental dynamics.

Notably,

observational learning of visuomotor rotations described a similar adaptive advantage as
studies of haptics, but absent the aftereffects that are the hallmark of changes in
predictive control (Ong and Hodges 2010), suggesting learning processes differing from
active learning were engaged.

During the course of adaptation to directly experienced environmental perturbations,
people incrementally modify their patterns of muscular activation (Thoroughman and
Shadmehr 1999), which results in movements that more closely approach the desired
outcome. The learned transformation of desired movement into necessary dynamics may
be specified by inverse models (Kawato 1999), a kind of flexible sensorimotor map. It
has been suggested that acquisition and modification of such internal models might take
place through the training of a network of motor primitives, dependent upon movementrelevant kinematic signals such as position and velocity (Thoroughman and Shadmehr
2000; Thoroughman and Taylor 2005).
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Using the force channel, or "error-clamp", technique (Scheidt et al. 2000) to directly
probe changes in predictive motor output resulting from physical practice (Smith et al.
2005; Wagner and Smith 2009), researchers found that feedforward adaptation to stiff
and viscous force fields was well-explained as a combination of joint position- and
velocity-dependent signals (Sing et al. 2009); this modeling approach was inspired by
the responses of motor cortical neurons and proprioception to limb states. While initial
learning of state-dependent force fields suggested a joint dependence on perturbationappropriate and inappropriate kinematic signals, as subjects adapted, their predictive
output grew more strongly dependent on the stimulus-appropriate kinematic signals.

Here, we designed an experiment to test whether long-term observation of movements
made in an unknown, state-dependent force field environment resulted in feedforward
adaptation of motor output appropriate to adapt to the observed dynamics. Based on
other previous findings, we hypothesized that observers would produce modest changes
in their predictive reach dynamics that were adaptive with respect to the observed
environment, when compared to people who learned through direct experience, and with
little or no state-appropriate dependence on kinematic signals. We measured changes in
lateral force output in two groups of naive subjects, one moving in the force field and the
other observing a movie of a naive person adapting to the force field. These adapted
force profiles were fit with a linear model dependent on position and velocity to assess
the learned state-dependence for each group and consider the level of state-appropriate
learned dynamics. We found that observers updated their predictive motor output
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following observation to produce an adaptation that was small, yet significant, and could
be described as a learned scaling of velocity signals, but not positional signals.

4.2 METHODS

We recruited 18 neurologically normal, right-handed, human volunteers (7 male, 11
female), aged 20-35, from the Washington University in St. Louis community, to
participate in the single-day study, about 45-60 minutes in total length. Handedness was
evaluated using the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield 1971), and experimental protocol was
approved by the Washington University Hilltop Human Studies Committee. All subjects
gave informed consent. We trained all subjects to perform horizontal-plane reaching
movements, while holding the handle of a planar five-bar, two-link robotic
manipulandum (Interactive Motion Technologies, Cambridge, MA), designed to produce
torques at each joint to create force perturbations; one group of subjects (n=10) was
additionally trained on an observation task, detailed later.

Custom-created software

acquired data from position encoders and tachometers on the manipulandum and
generated commands at a rate of 1 kHz.

4.2.1 Setup

The experimental setup here was identical to that previously described in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.1, and Figure 3.1. As before, subjects were seated with upper arm supported
by a sling. An LCD projector generated both visual feedback, including the cursor, start
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location, and targets, during the reaching task, as well as movies for movement
observation. These images were reflected and projected into the plane of reaching via a
half-silvered mirror located above the subject's arm. A lamp provided illumination from
below the mirror to allow subjects to view their arm during active reaching but was
extinguished during observation.

4.2.2 Reaching task

Each subject was seated such that their elbow flexed 90° with his hand holding the
manipulandum handle at the start location, designated by a circle fixed at the origin of a
rectangular coordinate system centered over the workspace. The subject waited at a start
location until a circular target appeared in one of eight possible locations, 10 cm from the
start location, evenly distributed about the start location. After the target appeared, the
subject then moved his hand, visualized as a yellow dot, to stop on the target in 750±50
milliseconds. The target color changed to provide timing feedback: green, successful; red,
too early; blue, too late; each subject was instructed to try to get to the target in the
correct time to turn it green.

Following completion of each movement, the

manipulandum returned the handle and subject's hand and arm back to the starting
location and posture.

4.2.3 Force channel movements
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During some trials, subjects performed force channel (or error-clamped) movement trials,
which largely eliminated any lateral deviation of the subjects' hands from a straight-line
trajectory from start location to the target. During a force channel trial, the robotic
manipulandum implemented real-time compensatory forces on the handle as a stiff
spring-damper system,

F⊥ = −Kx ⊥ − Bx˙ ⊥

(4.1)

where x ⊥ and x˙ ⊥ denote position and velocity components of handle movement

€

perpendicular to a straight-line vector pointing from the start location to the target
€ location,
€ and with spring constant

= 6 kN/m and a damping constant

= 150 Ns/m

(Equation 4.1). As a result, maximum lateral hand deviation was typically limited to less
than a millimeter from a straight-line trajectory during a force channel movement. This
reduction in lateral kinematic errors, regardless of subjects' lateral force output, largely
eliminated within-movement feedback control and had little-to-no effect on learning
(Scheidt 2000). As a result, the robot-generated compensatory forces represented the
mirror image of the subjects' feedforward, lateral motor output, but did not influence
subsequent adaptation.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental design. There were two groups of subjects: a Movement group
(n=8) and an Observation group (n=10). The task consisted of three main phases. All trials
were pseudo-randomly distributed across the eight targets. Baseline Phase: Both groups
performed 96 null field movements and 16 force channel movements, pseudo-randomly
inserted into the second half of this phase, followed by a 3 minute break. Learning Phase; The
Movement group performed two sets of 96 movements in a fixed-gain viscous curl field, with
a 3 minute break separating the two sets. The Observation group watched a video of a naïve
actor performing movements under the same conditions as the Movement group. Testing
Phase: Following the last trial of the previous phase, both groups immediately performed 24
force channel movements, to measure their adapted motor output.

4.2.4 Experiment design

Subjects were divided into two groups: a Movement Group (n=8) and an Observation
Group (n=10). The experiment, following the block design used by Mattar and Gribble
(2005), was divided into 3 phases (Baseline, Learning, Testing) with two 3-minute breaks
(Figure 4.1).

Each group began training in the Baseline Phase, performing 96 reaching movements in
the absence of perturbing forces and 16 force channel movements. All movements were
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pseudo-randomly ordered across the 8 target directions, with each target appearing an
equal number of times. Since people produced lateral forces and displacements when
performing reaching movements in the absence of perturbing forces, their lateral forces
were measured during this Baseline Phase with force channel trials. Force channel
movements were only experienced during the second half of training in the Baseline
Phase, pseudo-randomly interspersed with the final 48 no-force reaching movements.
Following the Baseline Phase, subjects waited for 3 minute before continuing with the
task.

Next, during the Learning Phase, the Movement Group performed 192 reaching
movements in the presence of a viscous curl field, with forces Fx and Fy ,

€

Fx 
 0 1 x˙ 
=
B
 

 
−1 0 y˙ 
Fy 

€
(4.2),

where x˙ and y˙ were the current Cartesian hand velocity and viscous gain B = 21 Ns/m

€

for all perturbation trials. The viscous curl field was by definition, dependent on the real-

€

€
time€velocity signals measured at the subject's hand, but not dependent on positional
signals. During the Learning Phase, the Observation Group did not perform reaching
movements but instead watched a movie of a naive actor performing 192 reaching
movements under the same curl field condition and target sequence as the Movement
Group subjects (described in Section 4.2.4). Both groups were given a 3-minute break
from the motor task after the first 92 movements or observed movements of this phase.
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Following the Learning Phase, both groups of subjects immediately transitioned to the
Testing Phase, with no break, and performed 24 force channel movement trials, one to
each target, pseudo-randomly ordered within each bin of 8 trials.

4.2.5 Movement observation

The Observation Actor (female, age 21) recruited to appear in the observation movies
was a naïve subject, experienced the same experimental task design as the Movement
Group (Figure 4.1, first column). This subject had no previous training on the motor task
but was aware that her movements would be recorded.

Due to constraints of the

overhead video camera, this participant performed the task with visual feedback provided
via a vertically mounted computer screen, with peripheral vision of her arm unoccluded
(Figure 3.1). Otherwise, the Actor was given the same task instructions as the Movement
Group subjects.

During the Learning Phase, Observation Group subjects were instructed to remain
motionless while holding the handle at the start location and to watch a movie. They
were not informed of the content of the movie or the nature of the movements and
perturbations they observed. The movie consisted of a top-down view of the actor’s right
arm and hand holding the manipulandum and performing reaching movements (acquired
with a Sony digital video camera), with task feedback (acquired with CamStudio
software, GNU GPL) of the hand cursor, start location, and target locations superimposed
using Adobe Premier Pro v7.0 software (Adobe Systems Inc.). The movies were cropped
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and scaled to closely match the typical visual feedback experience of a reaching
movement trial.

4.2.6 Analysis

We used the performance metric of maximum curvature (or lateral displacement from
baseline trajectory to the target) was to quantify movement error during reaching
movements (Mattar and Gribble 2005). This metric was averaged across 8-movement
bins, to capture performance in each target direction and used to evaluate the course of
adaptation for each subject. Additionally, we evaluated performance during the Learning
Phase to ensure the content of the movements shown to the Observation Group generally
matched the average performance experienced by the Movement Group.

For each subject, adaptation was quantified as the change in motor output from baseline
performance to later performance as measured in the Testing Phase. Motor output was
measured as the time series of compensatory lateral forces produced by the
manipulandum during force channel trials. The lateral forces were flipped in sign to
represent the subjects' force output, instead of the robotic arm force output. The change
in motor output across training was calculated for both the Movement Group and
Observation Group. Baseline force profiles were calculated for each target as the mean
lateral force profiles during force channel movements made to each target in the Baseline
Phase. Adapted force profiles were calculated by subtracting the baseline force profile
for that same target from the lateral forces measured during each force channel trial in the
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Testing Phase. These adapted force profiles were averaged across 8-movement bins, to
capture the learning effect across the workspace.

4.2.7 Joint position- and velocity-dependent model

For each subject, we quantified the degree to which the adapted motor output was
perturbation-appropriate by fitting the average adapted lateral force profiles as a linear
combination of weighted position and velocity signals (Sing et al. 2009),

Fˆ⊥ = Kˆ x|| + Bˆ x˙ || ,

(4.3)

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
where F⊥ is the modeled adapted lateral forces, K and B were the modeled position- and

€

˙
velocity-dependence, and x|| and x|| were the parallel components of the Cartesian
€
€
€
position and velocity signals, also averaged across the 8-movement bin. We compared
€
€
the modeled viscosity to the actually experienced (or observed) perturbation viscosity of

B = 21 Ns/m, to quantify perturbation-appropriate adaptation. Since the experienced
force field was velocity-dependent but not position-dependent (Equation 4.2), the
modeled stiffness reflected perturbation-inappropriate learning. The model was fit using
a least-squares non-linear minimization. We additionally considered the degree to which
each individual weighted component contributed to the overall signal.
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Quality of fit was determined using the variance-accounted-for (VAF) metric. VAF was
calculated as 1-var(residual)/var(data) (Scheidt et al. 2001).

We used t-tests and

stepwise regression to determine p-values and significance of model parameters. All
analyses described were performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).

4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 Kinematic measures of adaptation

We expected the Actor's performance across the Learning Phase to be more variable from
trial-to-trial when compared to the mean performance of the Movement Group. Since
movement observation in this study was designed as a natural stimulus depicting a course
of training, we aimed to only ensure that the Actor depicted in the movies was relatively
typical when compared to Movement Group subject.

First, we qualitatively assessed performance on reaching movements in the Learning
Phase by averaging full time-course lateral displacement trajectories in 8-movement bins
(1 movement to each target) for the Movement Group (averaged across subjects) and the
observation movie Actor. Since the actor was a naive subject experiencing the same
trials as subjects in the Movement Group, we wanted to ensure that the movements
shown during observation reflected a similar course of learning as the average
performance of the Movement Group. We found that the movement trajectories averaged
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Figure 4.2: Lateral hand trajectories averaged over the first 8 movements of the Learning
Phase (blue) in the viscous force field and the last 8 movements (black) of the Learning Phase,
with baseline performance subtracted, for the Movement group (solid lines) and the Actor
(dashed lines) shown in the observation movie.

across the first 8 movements and last 8 movements were very similar in average extent
and shape (Figure 4.2).

To quantify the full course of training, we calculated the maximum curvature (or
performance error) metric, averaged across 8-movement bins for the Learning Phase, for
the Movement Group and Actor (Figure 4.3). We found that both the Movement Group
subjects and the Actor began at a similar level of performance upon initial exposure to
the viscous force field. On average, the subjects of the Movement Group outperformed
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Figure 4.3: Maximum curvature metric averaged over each 8 movement bin during the
Learning Phase, for the Movement group (blue) and the Actor (green). Both trajectories of
learning show similar overall improvement and performance.

the Actor for the next 40 trials, but both the Movement Group and Actor reached a
similar final level of adaptation.

4.3.2 Adaptation of lateral force profiles

Conceptually, this experiment was structured as a block design, measuring baseline
performance in both groups in the first phase, training each group with a different
experimental condition in the second phase, and testing the effect of the second phase on
both groups' learning in the third phase. Here, we measured and analyzed adaptation in
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Figure 4.4: Movement Group: Mean adapted force over the first 8 force channel trials in the
Testing Phase (black, solid), averaged across Movement Group subjects, with 95% confidence
intervals (grey). The “ideal” lateral force profile to counter the experienced viscous forces
with viscosity B = 21 Ns/m is plotted (black, dotted).

both groups as illustrated by their lateral force output measured in force channel trials.
For each subject, we calculated the change in motor output due to physical practice or
observation (Learning Phase) as the difference in lateral force profile from baseline to
post-learning, as measured in the Testing Phase. We focused our analysis on the adapted
motor output averaged over the first 8 force channel trials (one to each target) following
the Learning Phase. This averaging mimicked the average curvature metric used by
Mattar and Gribble (2005), which was calculated from kinematic data averaged over the
first 8 movements following observation.
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Figure 4.5: Observation Group: Mean adapted force over the first 8 force channel trials in the
Testing Phase (black, solid), averaged across Observation Group subjects, with 95%
confidence intervals (grey). Due to large differences in magnitude, the ideal profile is not
plotted here (refer to Figure 4.4).

We assessed the direction and magnitude of adaptation using a standard scalar metric of
peak amplitude. Note that by convention, a positive lateral force pushed leftwards with
respect to the target and a negative lateral force pushed rightwards, in the same direction
as the force field. Here, we found that subjects in both groups generally adapted their
motor output to oppose the direction of the experienced or observed clockwise curl field,
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Figure 4.6: Mean adapted force profiles from Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show similar overall
shapes, but different peak magnitude (t-test, p < 0.0001). Note the y-axis on the left for
the mean Post-Movement adapted profile (blue) is an order of magnitude larger than the
scale of the y-axis on the right for the mean Post-Observation adapted profile (green).

with both their peak amplitudes significantly greater than zero (one-tailed t-test: both
groups p < 0.0001). We next quantified the degree of adaptive compensation for each
group, by comparing peak amplitude of adaptation to an "ideal" or fully-compensated
force profile that was calculated using the experienced viscous gain B=21 Ns/m
multiplied by the average velocity trace (Figure 4.4, black dotted trace). The peak
amplitudes of both groups' adapted force profiles were both significantly less than the
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peak amplitude of an ideal compensation (one-tailed t-test: Movement Group, p = 0.0001;
Observation Group, p < 0.0001). However, the peak magnitude of adapted force profiles
for the Movement Group subjects were substantially larger than those of the Observation
Group (Figure 4.6) (t-test, p < 0.0001), being closer in peak amplitude to ideal
compensation (75.3% of ideal peak force) than the magnitude of adaptation for the
Observation Group (11.4% of ideal peak force).

4.3.3 Modeled state-dependence of adaptation

We further quantified adaptation using a previously published joint state-dependent
model (Sing et al. 2009). We fit the adapted lateral force profiles, averaged over the first
8 force channel trials in the Testing Phase, as a linear combination of weighted position
and velocity signals (Eqn. 4.3), then considered the degree and perturbationappropriateness of learned stiffness and viscosity as reflected by the parameters Kˆ and Bˆ .
Recall that the curl field to which subjects were exposed was velocity-dependent as
determined by Eqn. 1, with B=21 Ns/m, K=0 N/m;

€
€
any significant positional

contribution was considered perturbation-inappropriate and any velocity contribution was
perturbation-appropriate. For each subject fit, we assessed quality-of-fit by varianceaccounted-for metric (mean VAF with standard error: Movement Group (n=8),
0.938±0.008; Observation Group (n=10), 0.327±0.075). When calculating the quality of
fit as the amount of variance accounted for (VAF) attributable to each model component,
we found that for both groups, the weighted positional component contributed little to the
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overall VAF (Movement Group, VAF_pos = 0.004; Observation Group, VAF_pos =
0.069), compared to the weighted velocity component (Movement Group, VAF_obs =

Figure 4.7: Movement Group: Average adapted force (black, solid) with linear model fit
(purple, solid), modeled position (red, dotted), and modeled velocity (blue, dotted)
components. Fits for each subject showed a significant (one-tailed t-test, p < 0.0001) learned
viscosity. Modeled stiffness was not significantly different from zero (t-test, p=0.375).

0.934; Observation Group, VAF_obs

= 0.254); the weighted velocity components

contributed a much greater proportion of the overall fit.

The mean model parameters with 95% confidence intervals for subjects of the Movement
Group were Kˆ =-0.38±0.79 and Bˆ =13.84±1.74 (Figure 4.7), with VAF of mean data of
0.961. The modeled viscosity, visualized as a scaled velocity component (Figure 4.7,
€

€
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blue, dotted), was significantly greater than zero across all subjects (one-tailed t-test, p <
0.0001), but the positional component was not significantly different from zero (Figure

Figure 4.8: Observation Group: Average adapted force across all subjects (black, solid) with
linear model fit (purple, solid), modeled position (red, dotted), and modeled velocity (blue,
dotted) components. Fits across subjects had a significant (one-tailed t-test, p=0.0016) learned
viscosity. Modeled stiffness was not significantly different from zero (t-test, p=0.189).

4.7, red, dotted) (p = 0.375). Dividing the mean modeled viscosity by the ideal learned
viscosity (B = 21Ns/m), we calculated a 0.659 learned viscosity for the Movement
Group. For the Observation Group, the mean modeled stiffness and viscosity, with 95%
confidence intervals, were Kˆ =-0.41±0.57 and Bˆ =1.18±0.58 (Figure 4.8), with VAF of

€

€
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the fit of mean data of 0.741. Similarly to the Movement Group, the modeled viscosity
for the Observation Group was significantly greater than zero across all subjects (onetailed t-test, p = 0.002), but significantly smaller than the modeled viscosity for the
Movement Group (t-test, p < 0.001).

The modeled stiffness was not significantly

different from zero (t-test, p = 0.189). The calculated level of learned viscosity for
observation was 0.056.

4.4 DISCUSSION

Here, we showed that following observation, people altered their feedforward, or
predictive, motor output to compensate for the observed force field.

Although the

compensation following observation was smaller in magnitude than that following
movement, it was significant and adaptive with respect to the curl field. Surprisingly, the
average group adaptive responses to both movement and observation exhibited a similar
shape in temporal profile. A model fit revealed that the force profiles of adaptation were
explained by a scaled velocity component but had no significant correlation to position
signals.

These findings suggest that visual signals from observation can inform a

feedforward adaptation of motor output that compensates for the observed perturbation.

Other researchers (Mattar and Gribble 2005; Brown et al. 2010) have described that
observers moved more accurately following observation of another person moving and
performing errors in a novel force field environment. While these improvements in
trajectory control were potentially the result of an initial change in force output
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countering the force field solely attributable to observation, they may have also been due
to improvements in feedback control, an increased learning rate, or other factors that
were not readily dissociable using kinematic measures. Here, our study here corroborates
this adaptive advantage at the level of motor output, for the first time. By using force
channels to measure immediate adaptation of motor output in observers who never
personally experienced the novel haptic environment, we removed the influence of
testing in a perturbing environment and feedback control, ensuring that measured
adaptation was attributable to the previously observed movements.

How might the level of adapted force we measured following observation relate to the
initial improvement in performance described by Mattar and Gribble (2005)? Though
imprecise, we can roughly equate the 7 mm un-adapted curvature error at the end of the
Learning Phase to the 1.4 N difference between average adapted force and average ideal
force subsequently measured (about 1 mm error per 0.2 N force); a comparison of the 17
mm reduction in error by the 3.8 N adapted force yields a similar relationship. This very
rough estimate suggests the average peak adapted force following observation of 0.4 N
would contribute about a 2 mm adaptive advantage in the same viscous field, similar in
magnitude to the 3 to 4 mm reduction in error described by Mattar and Gribble (2005).

Considering beyond a scalar assessment of adaptation, we found that the full time-series
of adapted lateral force profiles were described by a scaled viscous gain applied to the
subjects' velocity time-series, but did not have a significant contribution from positional
signals. While this was expected for adaptation following direct experience reaching in
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the viscous force field environment (Sing et al. 2009), that observation-driven adaptation
was similarly correlated to limb states was an unexpected and remarkable finding for
adaptation following observation. It is important, however, to note that though our
finding might suggest that learning by observing was perturbation-specific, a scaled
velocity-like shape of adaptation may be characteristic, regardless of the statedependence of experienced haptic perturbation.

Models explaining force adaptation as expressions of motor primitives correlated to
position and velocity have been inspired by the tuning properties of motor neurons (Ashe
and Georgopoulos 1994; Moran and Schwartz 1999; Wang et al. 2006), structure of the
cerebellum (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000), and proprioceptive sensors such as
muscle spindle fibers (Hwang et al. 2003; Sing et al. 2009). In human psychophysics,
external dynamics appear to be learned with respect to limb state rather than variables
such as time or external coordinates (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Conditt et al.
1997).

Visual signals are generally associated with motor planning (i.e. "where to

move") while proprioceptive signals are associated in the computation of joint- and
muscle-based motor commands (i.e. "how to move there") (Sober and Sabes 2003).
Proprioception can alone drive updates in feedforward predictions of dynamics and
adaptation to haptic environments (Krakauer et al. 1999; Dizio and Lackner 2000; Tong
et al. 2002; Scheidt et al. 2005). This seems appropriate since learned dynamics are
represented in intrinsic-frame, joint coordinates (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994).
Oppositely, studies of deafferented patients suffering from several impaired or unreliable
proprioception have found that visual information could be used to both improve the
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feedforward control and accuracy of reaching movements (Ghez et al. 1995) and,
recently, to adapt to a haptic environment (Sarlegna et al. 2010). Although deafferented
subjects still strongly differ from observers in that they had access to self-generated
motor plans, descending motor commands, and other movement-related signals despite
the loss of proprioception, the above studies suggest visual signals can at least partially
compensate for the absence of proprioception in motor control and learning. Others have
suggested that visual learning effects might be attributed more to awareness and
formation of weak, explicit internal models as opposed to gains in implicit knowledge, a
process that depends primarily on proprioceptive feedback (Hwang et al. 2006). While
Mattar and Gribble (2005) attempted to prevent explicit strategic learning effects and
attention in their experimental design by including a distractor, Hwang hypothesized that
top-down attentional effects driven by vision could also modulate the tuning of the bases
underlying implicit learning.

In primates, passive observation of goal-directed movements is known to activate a
subset of motor and premotor neurons known as mirror neurons (Gallese et al 1996;
Rizzolatti et al 1996; Cisek and Kalaska 2004; Tkach et al. 2007; Dushanova and
Donoghue 2010). Further, mirror-like neurons (Mukamel et al. 2010) and mirror-like
facilitation of motor cortex (Fadiga et al. 1995; Stefan et al. 2005) have been described in
humans, though not characterized nearly to the degree as in primates (Turella et al. 2009).
Although the roles of a potential human mirror neuron system in motor learning,
imitation, and other visuomotor behaviors are not fully understood, it could provide a
common neural substrate for learning by observing and learning by doing.
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Chapter 5

General Discussion
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5.1 Learning by trial-and-error

Our ability to robustly move and interact with the world around us is simultaneously both
mundane and remarkable. The human brain and nervous system performs complex
computations by integrating multiple sources of sensory information and controls the
human body with astounding ease. Further, the CNS has an extraordinary capacity for
plasticity and flexibility, allowing us to learn new skilled movements or adapt to changes
in our physical ability due to injury, disease, aging, or environmental demands. Despite
the omnipresent role of motor control and motor learning in our daily activity, we
understand surprisingly little about these neural computations. As engineers, we strive to
treat the brain and body as a system for motor control that has specific inputs and outputs
that can be quantified and controlled to gain insight on the computations taking place inbetween, often through the development of computational models relating the behavior of
interest. Overall, for my dissertation work, I considered how sensory experience and
information, whether from direct experience or from indirect observation, informed
adaptive strategies by evaluating changes in the input-output relationship of sensationadaptation.

The goals of the research described in this dissertation appeared twofold but grew from a
natural necessity and integration of work that preceded. For the first study described
here, I revived a previously unfinished experiment, which continued a line of research
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Thoroughman and Taylor 2005; Fine and
Thoroughman 2006; Fine and Thoroughman 2007) investigating surprising flexibilities of
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adaptive response to experienced motor errors that were dependent on different statistics
of the haptic environment. While I had previously been stymied in a different study
exploring changes in generalization to extremely complex haptic environments, it was
due to my growing expertise of the error-clamped approach to measuring adapted
dynamics, acquired through study of literature (Scheidt et al. 2000; Smith and Shadmehr
2005) and a training visit to the Harvard Neuromotor Control Lab of Prof. Maurice
Smith, that my advisor and I felt would be uniquely suited to continue the duration study.
Generally speaking, force channels newly allowed us to probe changes in feedforward
adaptation at the level of temporal force profiles, without the additional complications of
affecting the current adaptive state through the production of kinematic error signals.

In the duration study, people were exposed to a range of perturbation of different
durations to study how the parameter of duration influenced the adopted learning
strategy.

Rather than previously observed "flattening" of the response towards an

insensitivity to sensed errors seen in responses to changes in other parameters such as
frequency of exposure and directional bias (Fine and Thoroughman 2006; Fine and
Thoroughman 2007), we had surprisingly found people became increasingly sensitive to
the briefest of pulses, despite the reduced duration of exposure, smaller amount of overall
force experienced, and smaller resulting kinematic errors. This finding seemingly
countered the attenuating properties of the body's biomechanics (Winters 2000) and
boosted the role of primary sensation (DeAngelis et al. 1995; Chen and Poppele 1978) in
sensing abrupt, rapidly rising and falling perturbations and their associated kinematic
errors.
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To gain additional insight towards the differences in adaptive response due to duration, I
designed a second experiment, to probe the actual change in feedforward predictive
dynamics and contrast then across the two durations with the largest separation of effects
seen initially. With their increased sensitivity to error, did people more completely or
rapidly adapt to the forces? Using force channel trials, I instead found that while
experiencing brief duration perturbations, people adapted their predictive motor output
with a mismatched duration with respect to the experienced pulses. We suggested that
the sensitivity of primary sensation to sudden changes in inputs drove the increases in
sensitivity, but that the response was also possibly enhanced due to increased salience in
error signals (Itti and Baldi 2009, due to the added complexity of movement experience
resulting from the mismatch between predicted onset and offset of the perturbation.

However, the question still remains as to why were people unable to fully match their
predictive motor output to the experienced forces, especially in light of their stronger
responses to error. It is possible that limitations of the physiology of the arm itself
constrain the shape of produced lateral force profiles, but it is more likely to be due to
constraints on the motor controller itself that generates motor commands. One concept
that emerges from a recent model of lateral force adaptation to viscous force
perturbations finds a stereotyped joint position- and velocity-dependence, especially in
early training (Sing et al. 2009), which is refined over the course of training. It is
possible that the combined output of jointly state-dependent bases could not represent the
slightly smoothed though step function-like positional windowing function that
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determined the breadth of the perturbations in this experiment. This might explain why
adaptation remained persistently incomplete when experiencing the velocity-dependent
pulses over the long-term: the windowing function represented a kind of discontinuity. It
might also possible that following exposure to many uncompensated-for pulses, subjects
may have engaged in gained explicit knowledge that resulted in other learning strategies
(Hwang et al. 2006).

5.2 From Action to Observation

Manipulandum-paradigm studies were essential to control the precise nature of sensory
and haptic experience to query learning, but ultimately measured responses to
computationally friendly, but unnatural, stimuli. Through the course of the Cognitive,
Computational, and Systems Neuroscience pathway, I became inspired to consider
whether the computational techniques I had learned in my early projects could be applied
to quantifying the effects of more natural, everyday stimuli. Unusually, a classic open
question in motor control led me to my next research projects: how did visual and
proprioceptive sensory feedback contribute and integrate into updates in control (Sober
and Sabes 2005; Scheidt et al. 2007)? Proprioception was generally accepted as driving
the development of intrinsic models that make dynamics adaptation possible, but could
only be feasibly removed as a factor in studies of deafferented individuals (Ghez et al.
1995), revealing but not a factor that could be experimentally controlled within the same
subject.
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Eventually, I found a recent standalone study (Mattar and Gribble 2005) that quantified
the influence of movement observation, a purely visual input, on haptic learning, using
the same manipulandum paradigm.

Conceptually, the ability to adapt to dynamic

environments through movement observation appears to be an extremely difficult
problem: a transformation of visual information from the perspective of a passive, outside
observer into a learning signal that was potentially useful in acquiring or updating an
understanding of the altered dynamics that produced the viewed kinematics. It was
surprising that people with no prior knowledge of manipulandum-generated force
perturbations performed better (or worse) in a force field environment following
observation of reaching movements made in the same (or opposite) environment.
However, the study (Mattar and Gribble) was dependent on a block design and kinematic
measures of adaptation, and could not in itself shown that 1) observation-driven learning
was a corrective response to individually observed errors, and 2) the kinematic advantage
was the result of a learned prediction of novel dynamics specific for the observed haptic
environment.

Using our trial-by-trial analytical approach and the force channel technique, I had the
tools to explore this under-characterized modality of learning. For my second and third
projects, I considered how we might learn from observing the movements of others, both
in incremental changes in adaptive control and in long-term changes in motor output, in
the context of comparing observation-driven learning effects to what we understand
about the nature of learning from direct action. The results from Chapters 3 and 4
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suggest that visual information from movement observation does produce adaptive
changes in subsequent performance.

For the research described in Chapter 3, I newly designed and implemented system that
could switch between individual movement trials and observation movie events, allowing
me to quantify the adaptive responses to observation on a trial-by-trial basis, aiming to
relate it to some real-valued signal such as force or error. While I expected observation
to be transformed into a weak corrective response to observed error, based on previous
work (Mattar and Gribble 2005), I instead found the incremental effects of observation
to be as strong as those following movement, but also to have an unexpected complexity.
Although people generally produced adaptive changes in performance, by countering the
direction of forces following observation with a surprisingly similar magnitude of effect
as following movement, they did not adaptive in a corrective manner with respect to realvalued signals, and suggested an anti-corrective response reminiscent of mimicry.

For the study described in Chapter 4, I modified the original Mattar and Gribble (2005)
block design and used force channel trials instead of kinematic measures to determine
whether the previously quantified adaptive effect was the result of a feedforward
prediction of environmental dynamics, which would suggest transformation of purely
visually-acquired information into a motor memory, an unlikely but intriguing possibility.
I found that following long-term observation of another person adapting to a haptic
environment, observers produced a change in their predictive motor output that was
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small, but adaptive, and exhibited a profile described by a perturbation-appropriate
learned scaling of velocity signals but not position signals.

However, it remains unknown whether the specificity of this adaptive effect truly was the
result of a learned state-dependence of the force field or simply a characteristic response
to observation or other learning strategy. Follow-up experiments using positiondependent (or stiff) force fields and combined stiff-viscous forces could further clarify
this point, but unfortunately, to present, there are few other studies of observational
learning in this paradigm to reflect upon.

Although both studies produced novel and unexpected results, neither study fully
established that movement observation engaged motor learning processes similar to those
driven by direct action, but did establish that visual information from observation alone
can inform movements at the level of motor output in the absence of typical sources of
movement-related feedback, planning, and execution. My results suggest that movement
observation can produce multiple quantifiable processes that affect movement
performance, have implications towards future questions of a motor learning, learning by
observing, and imitation, and will hopefully one day provide insight into the function of a
human mirror system or similar neural substrate of learning.
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